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FOREWORD
This study was Task Assignment 16, Engine Monitoring and Control System Display Study,
which was part of the Advanced Transport Operating Systems Program sponsored by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration Langley Research Center under contract
NAS 1-18028. The NASA contract technical manager was Mr. Terry Abbott.
Special thanks go to the pilots who participated in this program. These pilots included the Air
Lines Pilot Association (ALPA) pilots, the pilots from the Los Angles Federal Aviation
Administration Certification Office, and the Douglas Aircraft engineering test pilot. Thanks go
to the assistance of Mr. Bill Phaneuf of ALPA for recruiting the ALPA pilots.
Dr. Leland Summers of the Crew Systems Technology group was the principal investigator.
He was ably assisted by Mr. John Zich of Crew Systems Technology, Captain Don Alexander
of Flight Operations, Mr. Darrin Curry of Propulsion Subsystems Technology, and Mr. Pete
Hammontre, Ms. Cathy Yan, Mr. Steve Roberts and Mr. John Schaefer of Crew Station
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SUMMARY
The objective of the study was to assess the relative effectiveness of two advanced display
concepts for monitoring engine performance for commercial transport aircraft. The concepts
were the Engine Monitoring and Control System (E-MACS) display developed by NASA
Langley and a display by exception design. Both of these concepts were based on the
philosophy of providing information that is directly related to the pilot's task. Both concepts
used a normalized thrust display. In addition, E-MACS used column deviation indicators, i.e.,
the difference between the actual parameter value and the value predicted by an engine model,
for engine health monitoring; while the Display by Exception displayed the engine parameters if
the automated system detected a difference between the actual and the predicted values.
An engineering cockpit simulator was used for the study and the two display concepts were
compared with current generation engine displays. Twelve pilots participated in the evaluation.
Nine pilots were recruited from the Air Lines Pilot Association (ALPA), two were federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) certification pilots and one was a Douglas engineering test
pilot. Each pilot flew from the left seat and the test conductor sat in the right seat and acted as
the first officer. The test conductor would not initiate or inform the subject pilot of any engine
related problems but he would respond to instructions from the subject pilot.
The experimental treatment conditions were the display concepts, the fault conditions and
manual versus autothrottles. A repeated measures, fractional factorial experimental design was
used. The pilots flew each display concept in a block of trials. A trial consisted of (1) engine
start, (2) takeoff, (3) initial climb, and (4) transition to cruise. Each flight phase had two engine
faults associated with it, resulting in a total of eight engine faults. One of the faults occurred
within each trial and the pilots were required to recognize the fault and take corrective action.
The pilots flew the simulator with manual controls, the flight director, and either manual or
autothrottles. The objective performance measures were the number of detections, the detection
time, the time to initiate the response, recognition errors, and primary flight task activity and
performance. The subjective measures were perceived workload and pilot comments.
The results showed that the advanced display concepts had shorter detection and response
times. There were no differences in any of the results between manual and autothrottles. There
were no effects upon perceived workload or performance on the primary flight task. The
majority of pilots preferred the advanced displays and thought they were operationally
acceptable. Certification of these concepts depends on the validation of the engine model.
Recommendations are made to improve both the E-MACS and the display by exception display
formats.
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INTRODUCTION
Currentaircraft engine instruments provide data from individual sensors that are used to set
engine thrust and monitor engine performance and health. Advances in technology have
developed (1) fly-by-wire engine control systems where there is no longer a mechanical link
between the throttle and the fuel lever angles and (2) electronic display media for the
presentation of the engine parameters to the flight crew. However, these advances have not
taken advantage of digital computation and the electronic display media to provide the flight
crew with a direct readout of engine thrust or to assist them in monitoring the engine health and
performing corrective action. These capabilities would lower the flight crew's workload and
reduce the possibility of pilot error.
Past studies have developed potential engine control and monitoring displays that used digital
processing technology. In 1979, Douglas Aircraft and General Electric developed a concept
called an Engine Monitoring and Display System (EMADS) (Reference 1). This system was
based on two concepts; (1) a continuous display for thrust monitoring and (2) display by
exception, that is, the display of information when it is required, for engine health monitoring.
More recently, the Engine Monitoring and Control System (E-MACS) was developed at NASA
Langley Research Center (Reference 2). This system was developed on a design philosophy
that was oriented toward providing information that is more directly related to the pilot's task
than conventional engine instruments. The objective of the current study was to assess the
technology readiness of advance display concepts including the E-MACS concept. The
methodology was to compare the advance concepts with current generation engine displays. An
emulation of the MD-11 tape instruments for GE engines were used for the comparison. These
were used in combination with a simulation of General Electric CF6-80C2 engine with a Full
Authority Digital Engine Control (FADEC) system.
FULL AUTHORITY DIGITAL ENGINE CONTROL (FADEC)
The FADEC system is a computer based electronic engine control system that provides engine
control and information processing. It consists of an Electronic Control Unit (ECU), a hydra-
mechanical unit, engine sensors and other subsystems. The FADEC system reduces the pilot's
workload by continuously controlling engine thrust and increases flight safety by monitoring
the engine sensors.
The ECU regulates fuel flow in order to maintain constant thrust at a given throttle position.
Engine fuel flow is regulated to establish the N1 required. The ECU calculates thrust ratings
based on inlet temperature, altitude and Mach number. Ratings are calculated for takeoff,
maximum continuous and climb thrust; and a pseudo rating is calculated for idle. These ratings
are modified appropriately to account for service bleed extraction, such as airpacks and anti-
icing bleeds. After establishing the ratings, the desired N1, between idle and takeoff, is
calculated based upon the throttle resolver angle (TRA). The schedules are established such that
TRA is linear with thrust from idle to maximum power. Maximum available N1 is always
attained at the normal forward stop and maximum climb is always attained at the same TRA
setting. In addition, the engine control will override the N1 control loop and adjust the fuel
valve to maintain engine operation within limits on the high or the low rotor speed or
compressor discharge pressure.
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In order to set thrust, the pilot only has to set the TRA to a position that results in lining up N1
from the ECU (the throttle position command) with _e thrust limit reference from the Flight
Management System. The engine control system will automatically accelerate or decelerate the
engine so that the thrust limit will be maintained without the pilot continually monitoring the N1
display, despite any changes in the environment.
The ECU is a dual channel unit where both channels receive the same inputs, process the
inputs, and produce separate outputs. Each channel operates independently of the other and is
fully capable of maintaining all system functions. One channel is used in the active mode while
the other is on standby. To enhance system reliability, a cross channel data link is used, which
allows both channels to remain fully functional if an input to one channel fails. It is also used to
compare data inputs. Therefore, if one channel fails, the other provides the required output.
The ECU is capable of regulating fuel flow in the event of an N1 or EPR sensor failure. With
N1 regulated engines and an N1 failure, it will generate a modeled N1 based on N2. With EPR
regulated engines and an EPR sensor failure, it will use N1 to regulate the engines.
BASELINE ENGINE DISPLAYS
The baesline engine instruments are conventional displays that are provided in either circular
dial or vertical tape (fixed scale and moving column) formats. For the General Electric engines,
percent N1 is the thrust setting parameter. It has a thrust limit indicator (<) whose position is
provided by the flight management system (FMS) and a throttle position indicator (a rotated
"T") which is provided by the Full Authority Digital Engine Control (FADEC).
The primary engine parameters are provided on an 8 by 8 inch CRT called the engine and alert
display (EAD). The vertical tape format is shown in Figure 1. For the GE engines, N1, EGT,
and N2 are displayed with both analog gauges and digits while fuel flow is displayed in digits.
The displays are grouped by engine parameter. This allows comparison between engines that
assists the crew in determining an out-of-tolerance parameter. The vertical tape format presents
all the information in a row. The circular dial format allows the presentation of engines in
columns and the parameters in rows. The engine oil parameters and vibration indicators are
presented on the system status display (SSD) to the right of the EAD. This format is time
shared with formats for the other aircraft systems.
The displays are color coded. The tapes or pointers and the digits are normally white on a black
background. The limits are shown by amber or red tick marks. If a limit is exceeded, the tape
and digits turn the appropriate color, depending on the limit exceeded.
The displays are used in combination with the warning and alerting system. If certain engine
limits are exceeded, a caution or caution advisory, alert occurs. The master caution light comes
on and an alert message appears on the alert list of the EAD. If it is a caution alert, the alert
message is in amber color and boxed indicating that immediate attention and subsequent action
is required. If it is not boxed, it is a caution advisory and only immediate attention but no action
is required. The only warning alert associated with the engines is an engine fire. The master
warning light comes on, the fire bell sounds, a voice message "Engine _ Fire" occurs and the
alert message ENG _ FIRE appears in red color and boxed on the EAD. This alert requires
immediate crew attention and action.
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Figure 1. Baseline Engine and Alert Display and System Status Display
ENGINE MONITORING AND CONTROL SYSTEM (E-MACS) DISPLAY
E-MACS contains two display elements: (1) a primary thrust display for setting and monitoring
engine thrust and (2) column deviation indicators for engine health monitoring. The general
form of the display is vertical tapes (Figure 2). The thrust display is on the left and the column
deviation indicators are grouped for each engine on the right.
The engine thrust display is based on an engine model of thrust 1. The thrust tape is normalized
against the maximum allowable thrust. The digital readout is in percent of normalized thrust.
The maximum allowable thrust is defined as the thrust limit having the lesser value when the
maximum takeoff thrust, the N1 redline, and the EGT redline limits are compared. The amber
limit is based on the lesser thrust value when the maximum continuous thrust, the N1, EGT
and N2 amber limits are compared. The display elements are similar to the NI display on the
Baseline and include the thrust limit and throttle position indicators. The advantages of this
display are (1) the position of the indicators does not change providing a fixed visual reference,
(2) the normalized maximum power is always corrected for current conditions (temperature,
pressure, Mach and horsepower extraction) and (3) the takeoff setting is always a percent of
the maximum allowable thrust.
The second display element is used for engine health monitoring and is based on a column
deviation indicator. The indicator shows the difference between the actual and nominal values
1 The model was based on "E-MACS Implementation Notes" from T. S. Abbott, NASA Langley, VA.
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Figure 2. E-MACS Primary and Secondary Displays
for each engine parameter. The estimated value is based upon the engine model. The height of
the column is the difference between the actual parameter value and the estimated value. The
column is divided into normal operating range (within 10% of normal), an amber range
(between 10 to 15%), and a red range (greater than 15%) for differences above and below the
estimate. The column changes color depending upon which range it is in. Included in this
concept is a limitation value that is integrated with the deviation value whenever a parameter
approaches an operating limit. That is, a parameter may be the same as its estimated value but
operating close to its amber limit. Then the column begins to transition into the caution range
when it goes over the limit. With each column deviation indicator, a digital value is presented.
The digital value is the same color as the column deviation indicator.
The display formats differed from the formats in Reference 2 in that the column deviation
indicators were grouped per engine with the primary engine parameters on one page and the
engine oil parameters on the secondary page. Reference 2 grouped the deviation indicators for
each parameter. Grouping the deviation indicators by engine was thought to provide a more
meaningful presentation for monitoring engine performance.
THE ALTERNATIVE DISPLAY CONCEPT
An alternative to the E-MACS concept was developed to provide automated monitoring using
the same engine model as E-MACS. The design philosophy was to relieve the flight crew from
continuously monitoring engine health. This function was allocated to the computer. When a
deviation occurred, the automated monitoring would alert the crew to a potential problem and
provide the crew with information to diagnose the problem and take corrective action.
Normally, only the primary thrust display will be presented during the major portions of flight
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operations.However,theflight crewhasthecapabilityof callingupall theenginedisplays
whenevertheywantto.Whenadeviationfrom theenginemodeloccurs,all theparametersfor
thatenginewill bedisplayed.Theparametersareshownin theiroriginalform similar to the
Baselineparameterdisplays.However,thevalueestimatedby theenginemodelis shownasa
greentick markoneachparameter.Thetapewill turnamberfor theparameterhavingmore
thana10%deviation.Thisremovestheflight crew fromcontinuousmonitoringof theengine
displaysbutwhenthereis adeviationit allowsfor quickdetectionof theengineandthe
parametercausingtheproblem.Thisconcepthasthepotentialfor conservingdisplayspacein
thecockpitwhich is alwaysatapremium.
Thisconcept,calledDisplaybyException(DBE)for convenience,is illustratedin Figure3.
Thesamethrustdisplaythatis usedfor E-MACS is usedin this concept.However,room is
addedfor N1, EGT,andN2 on theEAD thatdecreasestheamountof displayspacing.Fuel
flow is left digital.ThesecondaryenginedisplayremainsthesameastheBaselineexceptthe
analogdisplaysremainblankunlessthereis aproblemwith theengine.Thisconceptwill allow
for thedisplayof specificparametersduringcertainflight phases.Forexample,whenthestart
switchispulled, thedisplaysfor thatengineappear,allowing thecrewto know whento rum
thefuel switchonandto monitorthestartrelativeto theenginemodel(thegreentick marks).
Whenthestartlogic is satisfiedandN1reachesidle,thedisplaysdisappear.
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Figure 3 Primary and Secondary Engine Displays for Display by
Exception Concept
The Display by Exception, E-MACS and the Baseline engine displays were implemented for
this evaluation. The implementation included the following:
1) The thrust display for E-MACS and DBE were the same. The thrust display was
modified from the one described in Reference 2. The maximum takeoff thrust rating was
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2)
3)
4)
used for the 100% normaU_ thrust and the amber and red limits were deleted. Thrust
limit ratings are calculated performance of the engine that is guaranteed by the
manufacturer. There are two certified ratings: (1) maximum takeoff thrust which is
restricted to a 5 minute duration and (2) maximum continuous thrust. These thrust ratings
are not associated with operating limits of the engines. Therefore, the amber and red
limits were removed and the primary thrust display did not have a malfunction indication.
In addition, the digital readout was in percent of normalize takeoff thrust instead of
pounds of thrust.
The original E-MACS engine model used a third order polynomial, regression equation.
The engine model used in this study for both E-MACS and DBE was the simulation
model developed by MD-11 Propulsion Engineering.
The DBE concept left a gray line on each display where the engine parameter would
normally be displayed. When there was an engine fault, this would assist the crew in
determining which of the three engines was at fault. During engine start, all the
parameters for the engine being started would appear when the start switch was pulled.
They would blank out 5 seconds after the start logic was satisfied. For the experimental
evaluation, the flight crews were not allowed to call up the displays when they wanted to.
The displays would only appear when an engine parameter was out-of-tolerance.
A warning and alert system similar to the MD-11 one was used for all three concepts. All
three concepts contained the same caution and caution advisory alerts. These would cause
the master caution light to come on and an alert message to appear on the EAD. There
were no aural warnings associated with these alerts. Most of the alerts had a checklist
procedure. The alerts were inhibited between V1-20 KIAS and 400 feet AGL. In
addition, if there was a 10% difference in N1 between any two engines on takeoff, an
engine fail light illuminated on the glareshield.
METHOD
PILOTS
Twelve pilots participated in this study. Nine pilots were recruited by ALPA and were active
line pilots from various airlines. Two pilots were from the FAA and one pilot was a Douglas
engineering test pilot. Of the twelve, seven were currently qualified as captains, two others had
served as captains on previous aircraft, and the remaining were first officers. One pilot had less
than 500 hours in a transport category aircraft. Three pilots had between 1000 to 2500 hours
experience in transport category aircraft and the remaining pilots had greater than 2500 hours
of experience. Two pilots had experience in only twin engine aircraft. The remaining pilots had
experience in three or four engine aircraft. One pilot had no experience with EFIS displays or
with two-man flight crews. The remaining pilots had experience both with EFIS displays and
two-man flight crews.
SIMULATOR
A fixed base, research and development simulator was used for this study. The cockpit
emulated an MD-11 aircraft. It consisted of six across CRT displays, a hydraulically driven
control wheel and column, functional secondary flight controls, back driven autothrottles, a
glareshield flight control panel, and an outside visual scene. A photograph of the cockpit is
shown in Figure 4. The CRT displays were 8 by 8 inch Xytron tubes, raster driven, and driven
by Silicon Graphics computers. Four computers were used for the generation of the primary
flight, the navigation, the engine and alert, and the system status displays. The left primary
flight and navigation displays were duplicated on the right side.
The primary flight display (PFD) contained the basic "T" flight display formats, with the
attitude display centered, airspeed on the left, altitude and vertical speed on the right and a
partial compass rose at the bottom. The flight mode annunciator was located at the top of the
display. The navigation display (ND) was a horizontal situation indicator or a compass rose
display. The glareshield's flight control panel was functional and allowed speed, heading,
altitude, and vertical speed select and hold functions, as well as autoflight and autothrottles
engagement. A McFadden hydraulic force wheel and column system was provided on the left
side of the cockpit. This unit allowed programmable forces to be computer controlled in both
pitch and roll axes, in order to simulate the force loading of the MD- 11. Rudder pedals and toe
brakes were provided with passive springs. The throttles were servo driven with a DC torque
motor. The dynamic characteristic of the autothrotfles back drive were computer controlled.
The throttle handles contained the autothrottles disconnect switch, the TOGA button, and
reverse throttles. Active secondary flight controls included the flap/slat, spoiler, and
longitudinal trim handles from a DC-10 pedestal. The out-of-the-window visual scene used a
rear projection screen placed eight feet from the left seat pilot's eye position. The visual scene
was generated by a Redifon Visual Flight Attachment consisting of a terrain board, a servo-
driven, color television system, associated electronics and lighting.
Figure 4. Fixed Base, Research and Development Simulator
A standardized, modular software system was used for the simulation. The modular
components are shown in Figure 5. The airplane model was based on angle-of-attack
equations. It was developed from original MD-11 wind tunnel data and refined by aerodynamic
engineers. The engine model was based on the General Electric CF6-80C2 engines. It was a
simplified non linear dynamic model. It provided estimated steady state and transient
performance throughout the operating envelope. It was based on the thermodynamic engine
cycle at a specific operating point and was def'med by six independent engine variables. The
basic functions of the FADEC system were duplicated in the fuel flow model. The engine
model was entered three times to simulate each engine separately. The same model was used
for the engine monitoring model for the advanced display concepts. The cockpit hardware was
interfaced to the simulation by a flight deck software package. A separate software module was
used (1) to modify the output of the engine model to simulate the engine faults, (2) to drive
and generate the different display concepts, and (3) to provide the experimental control
program. The computation iteration frequency was 20 hertz. The aircraft models were
calculated by a DEC VAX 8650 computer and an Avalon A/P-34 processor installed in a
Unibus environment of the computer to provide additional processing power for the engine
model. The models were linked to the cockpit through a parallel bus to a LSI- 11 computer. The
graphics were provided by Silicon Graphics computers linked to the VAX by Ethemet. A data
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recordingsystemallowstherecordingof anyaircraftor testparameterin realtime.The
parameterswererecordedin tabularformatat20hertz.
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Figure 5. Block Diagram of the Simulation
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The treatment conditions were the three display concepts, the throttle mode, and the fault
conditions. The throttle mode was manual versus autothrottles. The fault conditions were the
eight engine faults, where one fault occurred in each experimental trial. In addition, two lateral
profiles were used where, after initial climb out, the pilots were given either a left or right turn.
The statistical design was a repeated measures, fractional factorial, block design. A pilot
received each display condition in a block of trials. Within the block of trials, a pilot received
all eight fault conditions, four repetitions of each throtde mode, and four repetitions of each
lateral profde. They received a total of eight combinations out of 32 combinations of treatment
conditions for each block of trials. An example of the trials that one pilot received is shown in
Figure 6. This design allowed the evaluation of the main effects and some first order
interactions but no second or third order interactions.
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Theorderof presentationof all displayconceptswascounterbalancedacrosspilotsto reduce
ordereffects.Theorderof presentationof theeightfaultswithin adisplayblockwas
randomized.Thefaultsonly occurredononeof thetwo wingengines.Thewing onwhich it
occurredwasbalancedbetweenthetreatmentconditionsandthepilots.Thethrottlemodewas
equallydividedamongtheeightfaultconditions.(Exceptfor theenginestartfaultsthatdid not
havea throttlemode.)Thethrottlemodeversusfaultconditionwascounterbalancedbetween
pilotssothateachcombinationoccurredthesamenumberof times.Theexperimentaltrialsthat
eachpilot receivedarepresentedin AppendixA.
THROTTLES
MANUAL
AUTO
MD-11
BASELINE
MANUAL
AUTO
E-MACS
MANUAL
AUTO
DISPLAY BY
EXCEPTION
PROFILE 1
Figure 6. The Experimental Trials One Pilot Received out of the Total
Possible Combinations
FLIGHT PROFILE
Each trial consisted of four phases: (1) engine start, (2) takeoff, (3) initial climb, and (4)
transition to cruise. The departure runway was always Runway 36 and was located at sea level.
The environmental conditions remained the same for every trial and were the standard
atmospheric conditions, a 10 knot head wind, and visual flight rules. Initial climb was on the
runway heading and climb speed was 250 knots. At 1500 feet, the pilot was commanded either
to make an eastbound turn to 090 or a westbound turn to 270 and level off at 4000 feet. The
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transitionto cruisestartedin level flight at27,000feet,on aheadingof 360,andat Mach
0.78.Thepilot climbedto 31,000feetandacceleratedto Mach0.85.
ENGINE FAULTS
Both the Aviation Safety Report System (ASRS) and Douglas incident databases were searched
for actual incidents on engine anomalies. Relevant incidents were reviewed and the summary
reports were scanned for pertinent details. The reports were sorted by phase of flight and
failure categories within each flight phase were tallied to determine the most likely candidates
for the study. From this pool of data, two faults were selected for each of the four phases of
flight. The details of each fault follow.
Engine Start Faults
The two faults for engine start were a hot start and a hung start. For the hot start the
engine parameters appeared normal until approximately 40 seconds after the fuel switch
was turned on at which time N2 began to slow its rate of increase. EGT did not begin to
decrease but continued to rise. By 60 seconds N2 had stabilized at 51% and EGT had
reached the red line of 750 degrees C.
For the hung start, EGT slowed to half its normal rate about 10 seconds after the fuel
flow switch was turned on. Fuel flow increased at its normal rate but began to fall after
10 seconds. N2 was at a lower than normal rate and leveled off after 50 seconds. At the
same time, EGT and fuel flow leveled off. After 60 seconds into the start, N2 was 55%,
EGT was 600 degrees C, and fuel flow was 1450 PPH. There were no alerts during the
engine start phase. However, there was a non alert Abnormal Start checklist that the
pilots were instructed to follow.
Takeoff Faults
The two faults were a low N1 during engine spool up and high EGT during the takeoff
roll. When the throttles were advanced, N1 on the faulty engine stopped and leveled off
at 93% while the two remaining engines increased normally to 110%. EGT, oil
temperature, and N2 for the affected engine indicated operating conditions for an N 1 of
93%. There was neither an alert nor a checklist procedure for this fault.
The high EGT fault occurred at about 40 Knots in the takeoff roll. At the start of takeoff
roll, EGT was at its nominal value for the takeoff thrust setting. At 40 Knots it increased
at a rate of 1.8 degrees per second. If the takeoff was continued, the redline was reached
at about 300 feet AGL. A caution alert, ENGINE EGT HI, occurred when the amber
limit was reached. There was no checklist procedure for this fault.
Initial Climb Faults
The faults that occurred during climb out were low oil pressure and a compressor stall.
The low oil pressure occurred at an altitude of 1000 feet, as the aircraft began to
accelerate to 250 KIAS. Prior to the fault, oil pressure was within its normal range. At
1000 feet it started to decrease at a rate of 10 psi per second. The caution alert ENG _
OIL PRES LO occurred when it reached the amber limit. The checklist procedure, ENG _
OIL PRES LO, was followed.
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The compressor stall occurred at 3200 feet while at the climb thrust setting. N1 rapidly
decreased at 18% per second. Due to the decline in air flow, EGT increased at 21 degrees
per second and reached the amber limit in 5 to 6 seconds. N2 decreased at 12.8% per
second and fuel flow was 16000 PPH and increased to 18000 PPH in 5 seconds when it
tried to keep N 1 on schedule. The first alert associated with this failure was a caution
ENGINE EGT HI and it was followed by a caution ENGINE N2 LO. The checklist
applied to this fault was the ENGINE FIRE or Severe Damage checklist.
Transition to Cruise Faults
The two faults that occurred within this flight phase were low oil quantity and high oil
temperature. The low oil quantity fault started at 28,000 feet. At this time, the oil quantity
started to decrease at 1 quart per minute. All other engine parameters remained the same.
By the end of the flight, the oil quantity would have lost 10 quarts with 6 quarts
remaining. There was no alert or checklist procedure associated with this fault.
The high oil temperature occurred at 29,000 feet. Oil temperature would be constant at
115-118 degrees C prior to the fault and started increasing at a rate of 3 degrees per
second. A caution alert ENG _ TEMP HI occurred when it reached 160 degrees. There
was a checklist procedure for this alert.
THROTTLE MODE
With the manual throttle mode the subject pilot was required to set and adjust the throttles to the
takeoff and climb thrust limits using the N1 scales on the Baseline or the normalized thrust
scales on E-MACS and DBE during takeoff roll and climb. When the pilot reached altitude, he
was required to adjust the throttles to maintain constant speed and altitude. With autothrottles
the subject pilot was required to advance the throttles to either 70% N1 or 80% normalized
thrust and engage the autothrottle mode. Thereafter, he had to set and engage the speed select
knob on the glareshield panel. The autothrottles automatically set thrust to the takeoff limit
during the takeoff roll and to the climb thrust limit at 1500 feet AGL.
TEST PROCEDURE
Each pilot was sent a pre-briefing package several days prior to his participation. This package
contained a description of the study objectives, the simulator including the display formats, and
the test procedures. This package is presented in Appendix B. The evaluation took place over a
two day period. The first day included an oral briefing, training trials, and the first block of
trials. The second day included the second and third block of trials. The briefing included a
description of display formats and the crew procedures. It was supplemented by a video tape of
the display formats. The briefing was followed by a period of familiarization in the simulator
and hands-on flying experience. This allowed the pilots to become familiar with the test
conditions, checklists, configuration changes, speed reductions, and display formats prior to
the actual data collection.
Once the familiarization training had been completed, the first experimental block began. A
block of trials consisted of one trial without engine faults and eight trials with faults. The faults
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werepresentedin randomorder for each block of trials. At the completion of the block, the
subject pilot was asked to fill out that portion of the questionnaire that pertained to the display
format tested. The second and third block of trials were conducted in the same manner but on
different display concepts. After the completion of all trials, the subject pilot completed an
additional questionnaire on the comparison of the three display concepts.
The subject pilot sat in the left seat of the simulator and was the pilot flying. The test conductor
sat in the right seat of the cockpit and acted as the pilot not flying. The test conductor would not
inform the pilot of any problems and would only take actions upon command from the subject
pilot. The subject pilot was provided with a pickle switch to be used when he detected an
abnormal engine condition. This was used to measure the detection time. As a backup, the test
conductor was provided with a switch that he would activate when he observed that the subject
pilot had detected a problem. All trials were performed with manual flight control and the flight
director providing flight path guidance.
All trials began with the starting of the engines. If this was completed, the pilot and test
conductor would complete a pre-takeoff checklist and the aircraft would be placed in the takeoff
position on the runway. The pilot would release the parking brake, set thrust, and takeoff. The
test conductor would call out the V 1 and rotation speeds and operate the secondary flight
controls upon request from the subject pilot. The subject pilot would request the speed of 250
knots at 1000 feet AGL and the heading and altitude at 1500 feet. When the simulator reached
4000 feet and a speed of 250 knots, the simulator would be stopped and repositioned at the
transition to cruise altitude. The simulator would be restarted, the subject pilot would request
an altitude change to flight level 310 and when 31,000 feet was reached he would request a
speed of Mach 0.85.
If the subject pilot detected an engine anomaly or fault during any phase of flight, he would
push the pickle switch, request the abnormal procedure checklist and if there was a procedure,
the test conductor would read the checklist items. If there was not a procedure, then the
decision and action were left up to the subject pilot. After the procedures for the fault condition
were completed and the aircraft was stabilized, the trial would be terminated. After completion
of the trial, the test conductor would ask the subject pilot to give a workload rating using the
modified Cooper-Harper rating scale.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The objective performance measures used in the study are listed in Table 1. The rms tracking
errors were only collected when the simulated aircraft was airborne. The control activity was
only collected for the takeoff and flight phases. Both the rms error and control activity were
averaged for one minute of flight after the fault onset time.The subjective performance
measures included the workload ratings and the responses to the questionnaire. The subject
pilot was asked for a workload number after each trial. The modified Cooper-Harper workload
rating scale developed by Wierwille and Casali (Reference 3) was used for the ratings. Three
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Table 1
Objective Performance Measures
MEASURE
DETECTION
Missed Detections
Detection Time
FAULT CORRECTION
Recognition Errors
Time to Initiate Action
PRIMARY FLIGHT TASK
RMS Tracking Error
Control Activity
DEFINITION
Number of missed detections
Time from fault onset time until the (1) pilot pushed the radio transmit
switch, (2) test conductor pushed the pickle switch, or (3) first recorded
action
Number and type of errors made in response to the fault
Time from fault onset time until one of the following actions occurred:
(1) brake pedals activated, (2) throttles returned to idle, or (3) fuel lever
turned off
Average longitudinal and lateral flight director rms deviations for one
minute duration after the fault onset time
Sum of the (1) wheel, (2) column, (3) rudder pedals, (4) brake pedals, and
(5) pitch trim counts for a one minute duration after fault onset time.
Throttle counts are added for the manual throttle mode. A count is control
movement greater than 2.5% of full control displacement.
types of questionnaires were used: (1) a rating of the specific display concept, (2) comments on
the advance display concepts, and (3) a comparative rating of the three display concepts. The
questionnaire forms are contained in Appendix C.
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RESULTS
Contingency analyses were performed on (1) the number of detections, (2) the number of
errors, (3) the pilot workload ratings, and (4) the pilot ratings of the display features, to
determine if there was a relationship between these measures and the experimental treatment
conditions. A X 2 statistical test was used to determine if these relationships were significant. A
repeated measures, analysis of variance (ANOVA) statistical test was used to test for significant
differences between the experimental conditions for detection time, time required to initiate
action, the rms tracking error scores, and the control activity. The test scores averaged across
pilots and the standard errors of the mean were calculated for the significant treatment
conditions. The probability level of accepting significant differences between treatment
conditions was 0.01 for the ANOVA tests and 0.05 for the X 2 tests.
DETECTION OF FAULTS
There were 10 undetected faults out of 96 trials with the Baseline. There were no undetected
faults with the other two display concepts. This gave a X 2 value of 18.58 with 2 degrees of
freedom that was significant at the 0.001 probability level.
All of the undetected faults occurred on the faults that did not have an associated alert. Of the
faults that did not have an alert, (1) hot starts were always detected, (2) two out of 12 pilots
were not able to detect the hung start, (3) three out of 12 pilots did not realize that there was an
engine problem with the low N1 fault, and (4) five out of 12 pilots did not detect the loss of oil
quantity prior to the completion of the trial. On the low N 1 fault, one pilot aborted twice. After
aborting a takeoffdue to the yawing motion of the simulator, he tried it again before realizing
there was an engine problem. Another pilot thought he caused the yaw motion and the third
pilot thought it was a simulator problem. The undetected low oil quantity trials were not
considered errors since no action was required of the pilot.
FAULT DETECTION TIME
Separate ANOVA tests were performed on detection time for (1) the display by fault, (2) the
display by throttle, and (3) the order by fault treatment conditions. This was due to the partially
replicated design of the experiment. A summary of the ANOVA tests for fault detection times is
presented in Table 22 . The main effects of display and fault as well as the display by fault
interaction were significant. The throttle mode or its interaction with display was not
significant. Also, the order of presentation or its interaction with fault was not significant.
Figures 7 through 10 present the average detection times for the display by fault conditions.
For the hot start, there were no significant differences. However, E-MACS did have a lower
average detection time and less variance. For the hung start, both E-MACS and DBE had
2 Since the detection times for the fault conditions were assumed to be significantly different apriori, the
missing detection times were filled in by using the average score for the fault condition. This provided a
conservative test for the other treatment conditions.
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significantlylowerdetectiontimesthantheBaseline.For bothtakeofffaults,low N1 andhigh
EGT,E-MACSandDBEhadlowerdetectiontimes.Fortheclimb faults,low oil pressureand
compressorstall,therewerenosignificantdifferencesbetweenE-MACSandthebaseline
condition.Theonly significantdifferencewasbetweenDBE andtheBaselinefor low oil
pressure.However,DBE hadlowerdetectiontimesandlessvariancethaneitherE-MACSor
theBaseline.For thetransitionto cruisefaults,low oil quantityandhighoil temperature,both
E-MACSandDBEhadlowerdetectiontimesthantheBaseline.
Table 2
ANOVA Tests for Detection Time
VARIABLE
Display
Fault
Display by Fault
Display
Throttle Mode
Display by Throttle mode
Orde,
Fault
Order by Fault
DEGREES OF
FREEDOM
2,22
7,77
14,154
2,22
1,11
2,22
2,22
7,77
14,154
F RATIO
37.48
151.79
11.69
24.17
0.18
0.35
0.31
151.94
0.37
PROBABILITY
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.684
0.705
0.737
0.000
0.981
FAULT RECOGNITION ERRORS
Recognition errors occurred on each of the display concepts. There were five errors out of 96
trials on the Baseline, ten errors out of 96 trials on E-MACS, and six errors out of 96 trials on
DBE. This produced a X 2 statistic of 5.266 with 2 degrees of freedom that had a probability
level of 0.072 which was not considered significant. Table 3 identifies the type of recognition
error for each display and fault condition. For the Baseline, the errors occurred on the hung
start and the low N 1 fault conditions. These errors were identified previously as missed
detections. For the E-MACS concept, eight errors were due to misidentification of the engine,
two errors were due to misidentification of the fault type, and in one error the pilot was unsure
of the problem. For DBE, two errors were due to misidentification of the fault, one error was
due to misidentification of the engine, two errors were due to the pilot being unsure of the
problem and one error was due to the pilot performing the wrong action.
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Figure 7. Average Detection Times for Engine Start Faults
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Figure 8. Average Detection Times for Takeoff Faults
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Figure 9. Average Detection Times for Climb Faults
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Figure 10. Average Detection Times for Transition to Cruise Faults
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Table 3
Fault Recognition Errors
FAULT
HOT START
HUNG START
LOW N1
HIGH EGT
LOW OIL PRESSURE
COMPRESSOR
STALL
LOW OIL QUANTITY
HIGH OIL TEMPERA-
TURE
BASE
Undetected (2)
Undetected (3)
E-MACS
Misidentified (2)
Shutdown wrong engine
(2)
Misidentified engine (1)
Misiden tiffed fault (1)
Thought all 3 engines
were abnormal (1)
Unsure of engine and
problem (1)
Shutdown wrong engine
(1)
Misidentified engine (1)
DBE
Unsure of problem (2)
Misidentified fault (2)
Pulled back all 3
throttles (1)
Shutdown wrong engine
(1)
TIME REQUIRED TO INITIATE ACTION
The time required to initiate action was measured from the onset time of the fault until the pilot
performed the fh-st action. This action was either throttles to idle, brakes on (if nose wheel on
ground), or fuel switch off. As before, three ANOVA's were performed: (1) display by fault,
(2) display by throttle mode, and (3) order by fault. The results of the ANOVA tests are shown
in Table 4 3 . As with detection time, the display, the fault, and the display by fault interaction
were the only significant differences. Figures 11 through 14 show the average action times
across pilots for the display by fault conditions. For the hot start, the DBE display had longer
action times and there was more between pilot variability than with the other two displays.
With the hung start, the action times were dependent upon the detection time. The responses to
the low N1 condition were uniform across the display conditions. The usual response by the
pilots was either to detect the low thrust setting while advancing the throttles, or to detect the
yawing motion on brake release, and to reject the takeoff. Afterwards, the pilot would run up
3The times were not recorded for every data trial. In order to perform the ANOVA test, the average values per
fault condition were used for the missing data.
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thethrottleswith brakesonandchecktheenginedisplays.With thehighEGTcondition,the
Baselinedisplayhadfourhigh speedrejectedtakeoffs(approximately130knots).Theother
pilotsdid notdetectthefaultprior to rotationor waiteduntil theaircraftwasairborne.Then,
theywouldclimb to a safealtitudepriorto takinganyaction.With bothE-MACSandDBE, the
pilot woulddetectthefaultandrejectthetakeoffwell belowV1.
Table 4
ANOVA Tests for Action Time
VARIABLE
Display
Fault
Display by Fault
Display
Throttle Mode
Display by Throttle Mode
Older
Fault
Order by Fault
DEGREES OF
FREEDOM
2,22
7,77
14,154
2,22
1,11
2,22
F RATIO
16.09
155.31
6.62
10.74
0.17
0.22
2,22
7,77
14,154
0.26
155.31
0.22
PROBABILITY
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.688
0.806
0.776
0.000
0.999
With the climb faults, low oil pressure and compressor stall, there were no significant
differences between the display concepts. However, the action time and variability were higher
with E-MACS than the other two display concepts. For the low oil quantity fault, the baseline
had only one response and E-MACS had a lower action time than DBE. For the high oil
temperature fault, there were no significant differences between the three display conditions.
FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
The flight director's rms tracking error per unit time was recorded in both the pitch and roll
axes for the climb and transition to cruise faults. There was no flight task during engine start
and the flight director was not active until the simulator was airborne on takeoff. ANOVA tests
were conducted on both the pitch and roll rms error scores. The summary of these tests is
presented in Table 5. The results show that the display and throttles mode treatment conditions
were not significant. There were significant differences in the pitch and roll rms error scores
for the different fault conditions. Also, there was a significant interaction between order of
presentation and fault condition. Further analyses showed no consistent trend between order of
presentation and fault condition.
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Table 5
ANOVA Tests for the RMS Error
PITCH
ROLL
VARIABLE
Display
Fault
Display by Fault
Display
Throttle Mode
Display by Throttle Mode
Order
Fault
Order by Fault
Display
Fault
Display by Fault
Display
Throttle Mode
Display by Throttle Mode
Order
Fault
Order by Fault
DEGREES OF
FREEDOM
2,22
3,33
6,66
2,22
1,11
2,22
2,22
3,33
6,66
2,22
3,33
6,66
2,22
1,11
2,22
F RATIO
0.28
12.29
0.29
0.28
1.00
2.08
0.63
12.28
0.84
2.54
9.83
0.41
2,54
2.33
0.64
2,22
3,33
6,66
1.60
9.83
3.64
PROBABILITY
0.761
0.000
0.937
0.761
0.339
0.149
0.544
0.000
0.542
0.102
0.000
0.868
0.102
0.155
0.538
0.225
0.000
0.004
AMOUNT OF CONTROL ACTIVITY
Control movements were recorded for the takeoff, climb and transition to cruise flight phases.
A summary of the ANOVA tests is presented in Table 6. The table shows that there were no
significant differences in control activity for the different displays, throttle mode or trial order.
Again, fault type was significant due to the amount of primary flight activity for the phase of
flight.
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Table 6
ANOVA Tests for Control Activity
VARIABLE
Display
Fault
Display by Fault
Display
Throttle Mode
Display by Throttle Mode
Order
Fault
Order by Fault
DEGREES OF
FREEDOM
2,22
5,55
10,110
2,22
1,11
2,22
F RATIO
0.24
8.06
1.24
0.33
0.49
0.27
2,22
5,55
10,110
0.72
8.20
1.06
PROBABILITY
0.786
0.000
0.273
0.724
0.498
0.768
0.498
0.000
0.389
SUBJECTIVE WORKLOAD RATINGS
The modified Cooper-Harper workload ratings were analyzed with the X 2 statistical test for
differences between the displays, fault type and throttle mode. The results are presented in
Table 74 . Again, the only significant variable is the fault condition. The average workload
ratings varied from 2.0 to 3.4.
Table 7
Contingency Analysis of the Workload Ratings
VARIABLE
Display
Throttle Mode
Fault Type
X 2
7.41
4.08
77.72
DEGREES OF
FREEDOM
6
3
11
PROBABILITY
0.284
0.253
0.000
PILOT RATINGS OF THE DISPLAY CONCEPTS
The pilot ratings of the displays for ease, speed and accuracy of use were analyzed with the X 2
test for significant differences. The results are presented in Table 8. There were no significant
4Workload ratings greater than 4 were collapsed into a single cell in order to obtain a minimum expected value
of 5 or greater for the X 2 test.
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differences between the displays. (The only rating that was close to being significant was the
speed of fault isolation.) In order to show the amount of separation between the display
ratings, the average ratings are presented in Table 9. The only differences in average scores are
(1) ease of reading out-of-tolerance conditions and (2) speed of fault isolation. In these cases,
the pilots rated E-MACS and DBE as being easier and faster than the Baseline.
Table 8
Contingency Analysis of the Display Format Ratings
TOPIC
Ease of reading and interpreting engine
power.
Speed of setting engine power.
Accuracy of setting engine power.
Ease of reading of engine health.
Ease of reading out-of-tolerance conditions.
Speed of isolating engine faults.
X 2
5.12
7.42
1.15
12.51
8.00
14.03
DEGREES OF
FREEDOM
6
6
8
8
8
PROBABILITY
0.744
0.284
0.979
0.130
0.433
0.081
Table 9
Display Format Ratings Averaged across Pilots
TOPIC BASE E-MACS DBE
3.61 3.92 3.75Ease of reading and interpreting engine
power.
Speed of seuing engine power.
Accuracy of setting engine power.
Ease of reading of engine health.
Ease of reading out-of-tolerance conditions.
Speed of isolating engine faults.
3.83
3.42
3.17
3.08
3.08
3.67
3.50
2.67
3.42
3.42
3.92
3.67
3.08
4.00
3.92
PILOT COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE DISPLAY CONCEPTS
The results for the pilot comparisons between the display concepts are shown in Table 10 as
the percent of pilots favoring one concept over another. If the pilot rated any of two displays as
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being equal, a half point rating was given to each of the displays. If he rated all three as being
equal, a third of a point was given to each display. Even though the two thrust displays were
the same, more pilots rated the DBE thrust display as being easier to read and faster to set
power than the E-MACS. The same number of pilots selected the Baseline and the DBE display
for being the easiest to read and the fastest to set engine power. Most pilots selected the MD- 11
thrust display, N1, over the other two displays for the accuracy of power setting. Most pilots
selected DBE as being (1) the easiest to read and interpret engine health, (2) the easiest to detect
out of tolerance conditions and (3) the fastest to isolate engine faults. However, more pilots
selected E-MACS over the Baseline for the same three comparisons. When asked which
display concept is easiest to use overall, 60% of the pilots selected DBE, 33% selected the
Baseline, and 8% selected E-MACS.
Table 10
Percent of Pilots Favoring One Display Concept over the Other Two.
Number in parenthesis is the number of pilots selecting that concept.
TOPIC BASE E-MACS DBE
Easiest to read and interpret engine power.
Fastest to set engine power.
Most accurate for setting engine power.
47.2 (5.7)
33.3 (4)
58.4 (7)
18.1 (2.2)
25.0 (3)
20.8 (2.5)
34.7 (4.1)
41.7 (5)
20.8 (2.5)
Easiest to read and interpret engine health.
Easiest to detect out-of-tolerance
conditions.
Fastest to isolate engine fault.
Overall easiest to use.
41.7 (5)
16.7(1)
12.5 (1.5)
33.3 (4)
16.6 (2)
25.0 (3)
29.2 (3.5)
8.3 (1)
41.7 (5)
66.7 (8)
58.3 (7)
58.3 (7)
PILOT COMMENTS
The pilot comments are grouped in positive, negative and modifications they would like to see
on the thrust display, the E-MACS monitoring display and the DBE monitoring display. The
acceptability and the certification issues of both the E-MACS and the DBE were grouped
separately. The results are listed in Table 11 and presented below.
Thrust Display
Seven out of 12 pilots thought that thrust was easy to set and adjust to the thrust limit.
One pilot liked the concept of thrust scaled as percent. One pilot thought the vertical tapes
were easy to read and set thrust by. Three of the 12 pilots did not like the normalized
thrust scale. Of the pilots who did not like it, one said there was no absolute value of
thrust such as EPR or N1 and that a person must always think in terms of percent of
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Table 11
Pilot Comments on the Advance Display Concepts.
Number in parenthesis is the number of.pilots making that comment.
QUESTION
Thrust Display
Positive
Negative
Modifications
E-MACS
Positive
Negative
Modifications
COMMENTS
Thrust is easy to set and adjust to the thrust limit. (7)
Liked the concept of thrust scaled in percent. (I)
Vertical display is easy to read and set thrust by. (1)
No absolute value of thrust such as EPR or NI. You must always think in terms of
percent of maximum takeoff thrust. (1)
Percent readout of thrust is not friendly. (1)
Not sure I like thrust scale, although it does have advantages. (1)
Have caret representing the thrust direction when speed is in the thrust mode. (1)
Faults are easy to detect when there is more than a 10% deviation. (8)
Bars and the color change of the bars are helpful. (2)
Like the idea of providing information to the crew when engine parameters are different
from the predicted value. (1)
Excellent concept. (1)
The grouping of parameters for each engine causes confusion. (8)
The amber and red lines make the display too busy. (8)
Disliked all the red lines on the display (1)
Disliked the extra red line (1)
When the deviation was below the predicted value and the bar turned red, it caused
confusion. This was especially true for the hung start. (3)
There are no indications as to what the values are until the engine is out of nominal
range. You must refer to the digital values. (2)
You have to refer to the digital values during engine start. (2)
Display is awkward for determining status. There is no flow to scan. (1)
The display parameters are too close together. (1)
Do not like horizontal displays as opposed to over and under. (1)
Would prefer actual parameters instead of a microprocessor monitoring them for me. (1)
Did not like any of the features. (1)
Group the column deviations per parameter instead of per engine. (6)
Remove red and amber lines when not in use. 5)
Expand the normal and caution range. (2)
Display the actual analog values. (2)
Do not use red for low EGT. (1)
Do something about the start display. (1)
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Table 11 Continued
QUESTION
E-MACS
Modifications
Operational
Acceptance
Positive
Negative
Certification Issues
DBE
Positive
Negative
COMMENTS
Turn the primary thrust indicator the same color as the column deviation indicator for
that particular engine. (1)
More exposure to this display concept would enhance recognition and interpretation. (1)
It is easier to read than current displays. (3)
More waining is required. (2)
If certification issues can be resolved. (1)
Due to grouping of the parameters by engine. (1)
Unless modifications are made. (1)
In actual use the columns would be varying above and below the nominal that would be
disturbing and tells the pilot nothing. (1)
Arrangement of engine parameters. (4)
The specification of the engine model. (3)
No certification issues. (2)
The starting display. (1)
Red limit lines on the display. (1)
Pilot out of the monitoring loop. (1)
Difficult to interpret (1)
Spacing of the parameters. (1)
Not certifiable. (1)
Quick indication of the problems. (8)
Easy to scan the indications that only display the malfunctions. (4)
Color gives a quick indication of the problem. (3)
Display is easier to use because there is less to monitor. (2)
Would be easy to use during periods of both high and low workloads. (1)
During engine start, the target values make the analysis easy. (1)
Potential to time share display with other functions. (1)
Pilot is out of the monitoring loop. (4)
Cannot see trends prior to a 10% deviation. (3)
Difficult to interpret problems. (3)
Cannot compare to other engines. (2)
Difficult to ascertain which engine. (1)
Display is blanking prior to engine stabilizing during the start cycle. (1)
Didn't like not being able to call up the displays. (1)
If engine goes back within limits, displays will become blank. (1)
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Table 11 Continued
QUESTION
DBE
Negative
Modifications
Operational
Acceptance
Positive
Negative
Certification Issues
Additional
Comments
Positive
Negative
COMMENTS
Parameters are grouped too close together. (1)
Didn't like concept. (1)
Provide the capability for the pilot to select. (3)
Extend the start presentations until the engines are stabilized. (2)
Add aural cues. (2)
Would be nice if they were blank unless there was a 10% difference from the other
engines. (1)
Add digital values like in E-MACS. (1)
Move fuel flow below each engine. (1)
Use a flashing indicator for the engine having the problem. (l)
Would like to see the checklist procedures like the Airbus. (1)
Need assurance the alerts exist when the automatic monitoring system limits are
reached. (1)
Want full time access to the displays. (3)
Not comfortable being out of the monitoring loop. (1)
No opportunity to troubleshoot or analyze. (1)
Validity of engine model. (6)
Total trust in monitoring computer. (3)
Not providing trend or rate of change information. (2)
No problem if parameters stay up during engine start and pilot has capability to call up
the parameters. (2)
Reliability and redundancy of monitoring system. (1)
Engine wear and environmental variations in engine model. (1)
Situation awareness, monitoring integration, parameter thresholds and alerts. (1)
Closely grouped parameters. (1)
Powerful or outstanding concept. (2)
Color aspect is vital. (1)
Prefer to monitor all parameters at all times. (1)
False warnings may cause delays and flight canceling. (1)
Maintenance would be high. (I)
Maybe it would be better having words describe the problem. (1)
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maximum takeoff thrust. Another said the percent readout was unfriendly, and the third
said he was not sure he liked the normalized thrust scale but that it did have some
advantages.
Only one pilot suggested modifying the thrust display. This modification would be to
have the thrust limit caret represent the throttle position that the flight control computer
commands when speed is in the thrust mode. This would assist the pilot in the manual
throttle mode as the flight director does during manual flight.
E-MACS Monitoring Displays
Eight of the 12 pilots thought that faults were easy to detect when there was more than a
10% deviation. Two of the 12 pilots thought that the color change of the bars was
helpful. One pilot liked the idea of providing information to the crew when the engine
parameters differed from their predicted value. One pilot thought it was an excellent idea.
Eight of the 12 pilots thought that grouping the display parameters per engine caused
confusion. In addition, eight pilots thought the amber and red limit lines made the display
too busy. One of the eight disliked the red lines and another just disliked the second red
line. Three of the 12 pilots thought that, when the parameter value was less than the
predicted value and the column turned red, it caused confusion. This was especially true
with the hung start condition. Three of the 12 pilots thought the column deviation
indicators were difficult to interpret and they had to refer to the digital values to interpret
the problem. Two of the 12 pilots did not like the fact that there was no indication of the
parameter values when they were within normal range and they had to refer to the digital
readouts. Two other pilots made the same remark for the engine start condition.
Individual pilots made the following comments: (1) the display is awkward and it is hard
to determine status, (2) the display parameters are too close together, (3) one pilot did not
like to scan the horizontal displays as opposed to over and under, (4) one preferred the
actual parameters instead of the output of a microprocessor and (5) one did not like any of
the features.
Six of the 12 recommended grouping the column deviations by parameter instead of by
engine. Five of the 12 suggested removing the red and amber lines when not in use. Two
recommended expanding the normal and caution range and two wanted the actual analog
values displayed. Individual pilots recommended that (1) red should not be used to
indicate low EGT on the colunm deviation indicator, (2) something should be done about
the start display, (3) the primary thrust indicator should turn the same color as the column
deviation indicator for a particular engine, and (4) more exposure would enhance
recognition and interpretation.
Display by Exception
Eight of the 12 pilots thought that this concept gave a quick indication of the problem.
Four liked the concept of displaying all the parameters for one engine. Three thought that
the parameter with the color change was a quick way of isolating the problem. Two said
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it waseasierto usebecausetherewaslessto monitor.Individualpilots madethe
commentsthat(1) it wouldbeusefulduringperiodsof bothhighandlow workloads,(2)
duringenginestart,thetargetvaluesmakeit easyto analyzed,and(3) thereis potentialto
timesharethedisplaywithotherfunctions.
Fourof the 12pilots did not like beingout of the monitoring loop. Three said unless
there was more than a ten percent deviation, you could not see trends. Three thought it
was difficult to interpret problems and one of the three thought it was difficult to ascertain
which engine had the problem. Two pilots did not like the idea that you couldn't compare
the engine with the other two engines. Individual pilots did not like (1) that the displays
blanked prior to the engines stabilizing during the start, (2) that they could not call up the
displays, (3) that the parameters were grouped too close together, and (4) the overall
concept.
Three pilots suggested that the pilot be given the ability to select the engine display. Two
suggested that the start presentation be extended until the engines are stabilized. Two
suggested that aural cues be added to the presentation. Individual pilots suggested (1) it
would be nice if they remained blank unless there was a 10% difference from the other
two engines, (2) have full time digital values like in E-MACS, (3) use a flashing indicator
for the engine having the problem, (4) move the fuel flow values below each engine, and
(5) add checklist procedures like the Airbus aircraft.
Operational Acceptance of the Advanced Displays
The responses to the question of operational acceptance of E-MACS and DBE are shown
in Table 12. Seven pilots said E-MACS was operationally acceptable and eight said DBE
was operationally acceptable. Of the seven pilots who said that E-MACS would be
operationally acceptable, four gave a qualified answer: two of the four said that more
training is required, one said if the certification issues can be resolved, and one said if
modifications are made. One of the eight pilots gave a qualified yes response for the
DBE. This was that assurance is needed that alerts exist when the engine limits are
reached.
Table 12
Percent of Pilots Responding to Question of Operational Acceptance of the
Advance Display Concepts.
Number in parenthesis is the number of pilots selecting that option.
DISPLAY YES NO NON-COMMITTAL
E-MACS
DBE
58.3 (7)
66.7 (8)
33.3 (4)
25 (3)
8.3 (1)
8.3 (1)
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Of thefourpilotswhorespondedthatE-MACSwasnotoperationallyacceptable,one
saidit wasdueto groupingof theparametersandonesaidit wasbecausethecolumns
wouldbevaryingaboveandbelowthenormalwhichwasdisturbingandnot telling the
pilot anything.Thethreepilotswho saidthatDBE wasnotoperationallyacceptablesaid
theywantedfull timedisplays.Onesaidhewasnotcomfortablebeingout of the
monitoringloop,andonesaidtherewasnoopportunityto troubleshootor analyzethe
problem.
Certification Issues of the Advanced Display Concepts
When asked what the certification issues are with the E-MACS concept, two pilots said
there were no issues and one said it was not certifiable. Four pilots said certification
would depend on the arrangement of the engine parameters and three pilots said it would
depend on the validity of the engine model. Individual pilots made the following
comments about certification: (1) the starting display, (2) the red limit lines, (3) the pilot
is out of the monitoring loop, (4) the difficulty in interpretation, and (5) the spacing of the
parameters. When asked about the DBE concept, six pilots said it would be the validity of
the engine model. Of the six, one pilot said it would be the reliability and redundancy of
the monitoring system and one said it would be the variations in the model due to engine
wear and the environment. Three pilots said it would require placing total trust in the
monitoring computer and two said it would be necessary to provide trend and rate of
change information. One pilot said it would depend on the situation awareness, the
parameter thresholds, and the alerts. Another pilot said it would depend upon the spacing
of the parameters on the display.
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DISCUSSION
NORMALIZED THRUST DISPLAY
One of the advantages of the normalized thrust display is that the flight crew is not required to
look up thrust limits based upon the ambient conditions. This study did not evaluate this feature
since it was only a part task simulation and the pilots were not required to determine the thrust
limits. However, the requirement for flight crews to use look up tables for thrust limit setting is
disappearing due to thrust rating computers in current transport aircraft such as the one
incorporated in the MD-1 l's Flight Management System and FADEC's.
In this study, the only differences between the normalized thrust and the N1 scales were the
linearity of the scale. The other features were the same, i.e., the thrust limit caret, throttle
position indicator, and the thrust tape. As a result, the pilots did not show a clear preference for
the normalized thrust scale over the N1 scale. The fact is that the FADEC system compensates
for the inadequacies of thrust displays with mechanical engine control.
Only two pilots did not like the normalized thrust scale. This may have been due to the lack of
experience with the normalized thrust. One pilot said it did not give an absolute value of thrust
but neither does EPR or N1. The other pilot said it was not user friendly but there is no
difference in user friendliness between the normalized thrust scale, EPR, or N 1.
This study used the maximum takeoff thrust as the normalizing value and not the lessor limit of
the maximum takeoff thrust, the N1 redline limit, or the EGT redline limit. The normalized
thrust scale eliminated the amber and red line limits that were used in the NASA study
(Reference 2). This made a clear distinction between the thrust rating limits and performance
limits due to N1, EGT or N2 redline limits. However, having the thrust tape turn the
appropriate color when a limit is exceeded should be considered as an option for either one of
the advanced concepts. This would eliminate some of the confusion over which engine is
causing the problem.
ENGINE HEALTH MONITORING
The primary benefit of the advanced display concepts is their ability to alert the crew to engine
problems. This includes the more awareness of the problem, shorter detection times and more
timely responses to the problem than the Baseline. For most of the faults, there did not appear
to be any differences in detection times between E-MACS and DBE. Also, there was no
difference in perceived workload, the amount of control activity or the precision in performing
the primary flight task between any of the display formats.
When the pilots rated the formats individually, there were no significant differences between
their ratings. This indicates that they thought all the formats were acceptable. When they were
asked to compare the formats for being the easiest to detect out-of-tolerance conditions and the
easiest for fault isolation, they preferred (1) E-MACS over the Baseline and (2) DBE over
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E-MACS.Thesecomparisonratingsagreewith theaveragedetectiontimecomparisonbetween
theadvancedconceptsandtheBaselinebutnotbetweenthetwoadvancedconcepts.
Eventhoughtheadvanced isplayconceptscontributedto thetimely responseto thefaults,the
principalproblemwith themwastherecognitionandinterpretationof theproblem.Factorsthat
mayhavecontributedto thefault recognitionproblemsin thisstudyinclude(1) thewithin
groupexperimentaldesign,(2) theE-MACScolumndeviationindicatorsbeinggroupedby
engineinsteadof parameter,and(3) theextensivetrainingof thepilotsonconventional
instrumentationascomparedto theadvancedconcepts.Someof thesefactorsmaybe
eliminatedby (1) usinga betweengroupdesignwhereonegroupof pilots is exposedto only
onedisplayconcept,(2) for theE-MACSconcept,groupingthecolumndeviationindicatorsby
parameter,and(3)providingmoretrainingto thepilotswhoreceivedtheE-MACS andthe
DBE concepts.
AnotherfactoraffectingtheE-MACSdisplayis thatthecolumndeviationindicatorspresenta
normalizedscaleandit wasdifficult for thepilotsto identifytheproblemorrecognizetrend
informationwithoutobservingthenumericvalues.This factorledto a lowerratingof E-MACS
for theeaseof readingenginehealth.However,oneobservationby thetestconductorwho had
moreexposureto thefaultconditionswasthattrendinformationcouldberecognizedwith the
columndeviationindicatorsaftersufficientpractice.
Duringenginestart,thepilot is requiredto monitortheriseof oil pressure,N2,andN1prior to
turningthefuel switchon.Thiscouldonly beperformby thepilotsmonitoringthedigital
valueson theE-MACSconceptwhich ismoredifficult thanmonitoringananalogscale.Some
pilotscommentedon thisproblemandthoughtthatfaultsweredifficult to interpretwith the
columndeviationindicators.For example,on thehungstartfault,thecolumndeviation
indicatorgoesbelownormalandturnsredincolor.Two of thepilotsmisinterpretedthis
conditionasbeingahotstart.Again,thismayhavebeendueto thelackof experienceon the
advanced isplayconcepts.With DBEit maybenecessaryto continuouslydisplaysome
engineparametersduringcertainphasesof flight.Duringenginestart,all theparametersfor
oneengineweredisplayeduntil thestartcyclehadbeencompletedfor theengine.It mayalso
benecessaryto monitorEGTduringtakeoffwith theDBEconceptinsteadof dependingupon
the10%deviation.TwopilotscommentedthattheynormallymonitorEGTduringtakeoff
especiallyif theengineisoperatingnearsits EGTlimit.
Thegreentick markontheDBE displays(theexpectedvaluebasedon theenginemodel)made
it easyfor thepilotsto comparetheactualengineperformancewith theenginemodel.This
shouldhavemadeit easiertorecognizethefaults.However,twopilots wereunsureof the
problemwith thehungstart.Thismayhavebeendueto thepilot'slackof exposuretohung
startssincetwopilotsfailedto evendetectthehungstartwith theBaseline.
OPERATIONAL ACCEPTANCE OF THE ADVANCED DISPLAYS
Two-thirds of the pilots thought that either of the advanced display concepts were operationally
acceptable. Some of these pilots recognized that humans lack the same vigilance as a
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monitoringsystemandit is betterto leavethemonitoringto automatedsystems.Thepilot's
role shouldbedeterminingtheresponseto theproblembasedon theinformationpresented.
A thirdof thepilotsdid not like theautomatedmonitoringbutpreferredto do theirown
monitoring.Thereasonsgivenare(1) thattheydonot trusttheautomatedsystem,(2) theydo
not feel as if theyarein controlof theaircraft,and(3) whenaproblemdoesoccur,it takes
longertorecognizeit andrespond.Thethird reasonis inconsistentwith thefindingsof the
objectiveperformancedata.
MostpilotspreferredtheDisplayby ExceptionovertheE-MACSconcept.This wasprimarily
dueto (1) notasmuchinformationtomonitor,(2) the lackof redandamberlineson the
display,and(3) thegroupingof thedisplaysby parameterinsteadof by engine.If theredand
amberlineswereeliminatedandthedisplaysweregroupedby parameter,thepreferencesmay
havebeenequalbetweenthetwoconcepts.
CERTIFICATION ISSUES
The pilots including the FAA certification pilots gave a number of issues to be resolved. The
major issue is the validity of the engine model and its capability to adapt to environmental
conditions and engine wear. The monitoring model in the current study did adapt to
environmental conditions but did not change with engine wear. Either an aging model that
changes the parameter values, or an adaptive model that monitors the actual engine parameters
and adjusts itself as the engine ages will be required. System reliability can be solved by
redundant monitoring systems that will provide 10 -9 probability of failure. The display formats
can be redesigned to provide adequate spacing and remove the objectionable features such as
red and amber lines and grouping the parameters by engine. The requirement to provide the
continuous display of all the engine parameters does not appear to be a major problem and if
required, digital numbers are adequate.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
As a result of this evaluation, the following recommendations are made for E-MACS and
advanced engine displays:
1) An engine model that provides the parameter values of a normal engine should be
developed. This model should reflect the changes in parameter values that occur with
engine aging as well as atmospheric pressure, temperature, MACH number and
horsepower extraction. It should reflect the operation of the engine over its life span and
between overhauls. The goal is to come up with a model that will meet FAA certification
requirements.
2) The following recommendations are made for the E-MACS display concept:
a) The column deviation indicators should be grouped by parameter instead of by
engine. This will make them compatible with the pilot's previous training and
other engine tape displays.
b) The red and amber lines should be eliminated on the E-MACS display. Tick
marks should be used in place of these lines to show the range limits. The upper
red line or mark should be eliminated.
c) The red region of the column deviation indicators should be eliminated except
when a parameter exceeds a red limit. For the General Electric engines red limits
exist for high N1, high EGT, high N2, low oil pressure, and high and low oil
temperature. Except for these regions, the column deviation indicators should
only have an amber region when there is a 10% deviation.
d) Expansion of the normal region of the column deviation indicators should be
considered so that pilots can detect a deviation prior to it reaching the 10% level.
e) More spacing between the displays will be required for ease of reading and
interpretation. This will be a certification requirement.
4) The following modifications are recommended for the Display by Exception concept:
a) Display formats should be developed that conserve the amount of display real
estate in use at one time. For example, display (1) the normalized thrust scale on
the EAD, (2) N1, EGT, N2 and Fuel Flow on one page of the SSD and (3) the
engine oil parameters on the second page.
b) The parameters that are likely to be monitored continuously by the flight crew
should be determined for each phase of flight. The display formats should be
modified to incorporate these parameters. An example is the display of N1, EGT,
N2, fuel flow and oil pressure during engine start.
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c) More spacing between the displays will be required for ease of reading and
interpretation. This will be a certification requirement.
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APPENDIX A
TRIAL SCHEDULE FOR THE PILOTS
The following table shows the trial conditions each of the pilots recieved for their eight trials on
each of the display formats. The sequence of the four characters in each cell are (1) the fault, (2)
the throttle mode, (3) the failed engine, and (4) the flight profile. The legend for these characters
is presented below the table.
PILOT
I
I0
II
12
CON(SEPT
MD- I 1
E-MACS
D-B-E
D-B-F
MD-II
E-MACS
E-MACS
D-B-E
M D- i 1
M I)- I I
I)-B-E
EMACS
D-B-E
EMACS
MD- I 1
E-MACS
MI)-II
D-B-E
MD- I !
E-MA(?S
D-B-E
I)-B-F
MI)- I i
E-MACS
E-MACS
D-B-E
MD-I I
I,-AUH'-TIIR()ITI.I,_-I,_N(;INI,_-I'R()Hi.E (X)NI)H ION I'I:.R IRIAI.
7-A-R-1
I-M-R-2
4-M-l.- I
l-M-l.-2
7-M-I.- I
5-M-1.-2
7-A-R-I
6-M-i.-2
8-M-l.- I
4-A-L-2
3-M-R- I
8-A-I.-2
I-M-l.- I
7-A-I.-2
6-M-R-I
2-M-L-2
I-M-R- I
8-A-I.-2
3-M-I.-2
5-M-!.-2
I-M-I.-2
3-A-R-2
2-M-I.- l
5-A-R-2
7-M-I.- !
8-A-R-I
4-A-R- I
3-A-R-2
8-M-l.- I
l-M-R-2
7-M-I.- I
8-A-R-i
6-A-R-2
8-M-l.- I
8-M-I.-I
5-A-R-2
7-M-R-2
2-M-1.-2
7-M-R-2
5-A-I.-i
2-M-R-2
g-M-R-2
7-M-R-2
4-A-1.-2
6-A-I.- I
2-M-R-I
8-A-R-I
6-A-II-2
I-M-R-2
6-M-I.-2
7-A-R-I
g-A-R-I
2-M-R-!
?,-M-I.-2
6-M-1.-2
4-M-l.- I
2-M-I.- I
3-M-!.-2
2-M-R-I
3-M-1.-2
6-M-1.-2
4-M-L- 1
2-M-I.- I
I-tM-R- I
6-A-I.-!
3-M-R- I
8-M-R-2
g-M-R-2
7-A-1,-2
5-M-R- I
3-M-R- I
_M-R-I
6-A-R-2
6-A-R-2
4-A-R- I
8-M-I.- l
l-M-R-2
6-M-I.-2
2-M-R-I
3-M-!.-2
8-A-R- I
I-M-R-2
5-A-R-2
7-A-R-I
2-,M-R- I
5-M-L-2
7-M-i.-I
5-A-R-2
5-A-R-2
4-M-I.-I
5-M-R- I
4-A-1.-2
4-A-1.-2
3-A-I.-I
3-A-I.-I
I-M-I.- l
6-A-l.- I
7-M-R-2
7-M-R-2
5-M-I.-2
l-M-l.-2
_A'I-I.-2
6-M-I.-2
5-A-R-2
l-M-R-2
I-M-L-2
l-M-I.-2
l-M-L-2
4-M-I,- I
7-A-R-I
8-M-l.- l
4-A-R-I
3-M-I.-2
I-M-I,-2
3-A-R-2
7-A-R-I
3-A-R-2
2-M-i.-2
l-M-R-1
I-M-R-I
4-M-R-2
I-M-I.-I
5-A-l.-1
3-M-R-I
8-A-I.-2
5-M-R- 1
8-A-R-!
2-M-R- l
2-M-R- I
4-M-I.- I
8-M-I.- I
3-A-R-2
5-M-1.-2
6-A-R-2
7-M-L- I
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2-M-I,-I
3-A-R-2
3-A-R-2
g-A-R- I
4-A-R-I
4-A-R-I
I-M-R-2
I-M-R-2
6-M-i.-2
3-M-R- I
8-A-I.-2
2-M-I.-2
6-51-R-1
6-M-R-I
4-M-R-2
4-A-!.-2
2-M-I.-2
2-M-1.-2
7-M-l,- I
7-M-L-!
7-M-L-!
5-A-R-2
7-A-R-!
8-M-I.-I
4-A-R-I
7-M-I.-I
2-M-R-I
5-A-R-2
6-M-I.-2
5-A-R-2
6-A-R-2
6-A-R-2
2-M-R-I
4-M-I.-I
3-A-R-2
7-A-R- I
6-A-l.- I
5-M-R-I
5-M-R-I
7-A-1.-2
5-A-I.-I
3-A-I.-I
8-A-1.-2
6-A-l.- I
4-A-I.-2
4-A-R- I
4-A-R-I
_M-l.-2
8-M-l.- I
2-M-i.-I
6-M-!.-2
5-M-Iz2
I-M-I.-2
R-A-R- I
2-M-I.- I
2-M-l.-I
I-M-R-2
8-A-1.-2
7-M-R-2
6-A-l.- I
2-M-R-2
4-M-R-2
2-M-R-2
I-tM-R-I
5-M-R-!
I-M-R- I
l-M-I.-2
3-M-I.-2
R-A-R- I
7-A-R-! 2. M-I,- I
3-A-R-2 4-M-l.- I
2-M-L-1 4-M-I,- I
3-M-L-2
5-M-I.-2
5-M-1.-2
6-A-R-2
4-A-R-I
6-A-R-2
MI)-II g-M-R-2 6-M-R- I I-M-I.-I 4-M-R-2 5-A-l.- l 7-A-1.-2 2-M-R-2 3-A-I.- I
D-B-E I-M-I.- I 7-A-I.-2 5-A-L- I 2-_!-R-2 YA-I.- I 6-_'[-R- I g-M-R-2 4- _,|- R- 2
E-MACS 7-A-1.-2 I-M-I.- I 4-M-R-2 8-M-R-2 6-M-R-I 3-A-l.- I 2-_,!-R-2 5- A-L- l
D-B-E 4-A-!.-2 7-M-R-2 3-M-R-I 5-_l-R-I 6-A-L-I 8-A-I.-2 2-M-L-2 I-M-R-I
E-MACS 8-A-I.-2 3-M-R-I 6-A-I.- I 2-[M-1.-2 I-M-R- I 4-A-I.-2 7-M-R-2 5-M-R-!
MD-II 3-M-R-I 7-M-R-2 2-M-1.-2 I-_I-R-I g-A-L-2 4-A-L-2 6-A-L- I 5-M-R-I
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APPENDIX B
PILOT BRIEFING MATERIAL
OBJECTIVE
The objective of the study is to assess the relative effectiveness of the Engine Monitoring
and Control System (E-MACS) and an alternate concept against the current engine displays
which is referred to as the Baseline. The display concepts differ in terms of their engine
monitoring capability and the information that they display.
TEST DESCRIPTION
An engineering cockpit simulator will be used for this study and four flight phases will be
analyzed: (1) engine start, (2) takeoff, (3) initial climb and (4) transition from climb to cruise.
These four will be combined to represent one complete trial. Eight trials will be repeated with
each of the three display concepts for a total of 24 trials per pilot. Two different takeoff and
climb lateral profiles will be flown by each pilot and the flights will be performed under both
manual and autothrottles.
Each subject pilot will fly from the left seat and will be paired with a Douglas experimenter
pilot who will sit in the right seat and perform the usual first officer functions. The
experimenter pilot will not initiate or inform the subject pilot of any engine related functions
or actions but will respond to instructions from the subject pilot. Air traffic control (ATC)
functions will be performed by the Douglas experimenter who will be located at a control
console behind the subject pilot.
Engine faults may be associated with an experimental trial and may occur during any of the
flight phases. The subject pilot is required to recognize and take corrective action until the
situation is stabilized, Once the simulator is stabilized, the trial will be terminated.
Objective measures of performance, such as response times to detect anomalies, response
accuracy, tracking error and amount of control activity, will be recorded during each trial.
Subjective measures will include pilot comments and workload ratings. Workload estimates
will be obtained after each trial by means of a modified Cooper-Harper rating scale. After the
completion of each block of eight trials with a display concept, a questionnaire will be
administered to elicit pilot opinion regarding the particular concept. After all three blocks of
eight trials are completed, a post test questionnaire will be administered to elicit pilot opinion
on the relative merit of the three display concepts. An additional questionnaire will then be
administered to obtain suggestions for improvements to the E-MACS concept and the
alternative display concept that was developed as part of this study.
SIMULATOR DESCRIPTION
The simulator is a wide body, engineering development, fixed base simulator. It is configured
as a MD- 11 flight deck with six across, 8 by 8 inch CRT displays. An experimenter's station
is located behind the left pilot's seat. The simulator is driven by alpha based full flight
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envelopeequationsandGEenginemodels.Wheelandcolumnforce loadingaredynamically
programmedby aMcFaddencontrollerthatis availableon theleft sideonly.Therudder
pedalsandbrakesarefunctional.Thepedestalhasoperativeflight controls,backdriven
autothrottles,fuel andenginestartswitches.
TheglareshieldpanelemulatestheMD- 11flight controlpanel.Thespeed/Machselect,
heading/trackselect,altitudeselectandvertical speed/flightpathangleselectwindowsand
knobsareoperable.Rotationof thecontrolswill pre-selectvaluesin thewindowsandon the
flight displays.Pulling theknob will selectthepre-selectedvalue.Pushingtheknobswill
hold thecurrentvaluethatthesimulatoris at.The autoflightsystemincluding the
autothrottlesis engagedby theautoflight switchon theglareshield.Theautopilotis
disconnectedby theswitchon thecontrolwheel.Thethrottle leverscontainautothrottles
disconnectandTOGA switchesandreversethrustlevers.Theout-of-the-windowvisual
sceneusesarearprojectionscreenthatis eightfeetfrom theleft pilot's eyepoint.Thevisual
imageis generatedby aRedifonvisualflight attachmentconsistingof aterrainboardwith a
10,500foot runway,a servodrivencolorTV camera,associatedelectronicsandlighting. The
visualsceneis capableof producingnight andreducedvisibility conditions.
Electronic Instrumentation System
The flight displays are the primary flight display (PFD), the navigation display (ND), the
engine and alert display (EAD) and the system status display (SSD). Normally the ND and
the SSD have more than one format. However, for this evaluation the ND will have a
compass rose or horizontal situation indicator format and the SSD will have the secondary
engine display format. The primary and secondary engine formats on the EAD and SSD will
have three alternative formats that are three of the experimental test conditions. These are (1)
the Baseline tape instruments, (2) the E-MACS display concept, and (3) the alternate concept
or the display by exception concept. The various formats are described.
Primary Flight Display
The primary flight display (PFD) combines the function of the basic "T" and the flight
mode annunciator. Figure B-1 shows the PFD format during initial climb. The airspeed
tape consists of a vertical moving scale with indices 10 knots apart and labeled at
intervals of 20 knots. The precision airspeed is shown in a box at the center of the tape.
When the aircraft Mach number goes above 0.47, the aircraft Mach will be displayed
digitally to the right of the airspeed index. The selected airspeed is shown as a filled
bow tie overlying the tape and will mesh with the pointer of the digital airspeed box
when it is on speed. If it is off the scale, it will be parked at the top of the scale if it is
above the scale and at the bottom of the scale if it is below the scale. When it is off
scale, a digital readout of the selected speed will be next to the bow tie. The pre-
selected speed will be shown as an unfilled bow tie. Speed bugs are shown as dashed
letters at the edge of the tape. These bugs are V1 for takeoff decision speed, VR for
rotation speed, V2 for takeoff safety speed, FR for flap retract speed and SR for slat
retract speed. The stick shaker speed is indicated by the end of a wide red checker bar
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columnextendingfrom thelow endof thetape.V min is indicatedby a narrowamber
columnextendingfrom thestick shakerspeedto ahorizontalline atV min. The
airspeedtrendis indicatedby a greencolumnextendingfrom theindex atthecenterof
thetape.Theendof thecolumncorrespondswith thespeedto beachievedin 10
seconds.Thetrendcolumndoesnotappearuntil thetrendbecomeslargerthan5knots
andis removedwhenit is lessthan2 knots.
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Figure B-1. Primary Flight Display
The altitude tape consists of a moving vertical scale and a digital readout. The tape has
tick marks at 100 foot intervals. The altimeter setting is in inches of mercury and the
referenced barometric setting is shown below the tape. An amber wedge is displayed
starting at the right side of the tape at 200 foot's radio altitude and ending on the left
side at 0 foot's radio altitude. The tape is black below 0 foot's radio altitude. The
selected altitude is shown as a filled bow tie overlying the tape and will mesh with the
pointer of the digital altitude box when it is on altitude. If it is off the scale, it will be
parked at the top of the scale if it is above the scale and at the bottom of the scale if it is
below the scale. When it is off the scale, a digital readout of the selected altitude will be
next to the bow tie. The pre-selected altitude will be shown as an unfilled bow tie.
The vertical speed indicator is a fixed scale display containing a wide, outlined pointer
that points to the current vertical speed. The pointer is not displayed until the vertical
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speedis greaterthan100feetperminuteanddisappearswhenthereis lessthan50 feet
perminute.If theverticalspeedexceedsg4000minutethecurrentverticalspeedis
shownby two digits at eitherthetopfor positiveor thebottomfor negativevertical
speeds.
Theattitudedirectorindicatorincludesthepitchbar,theflight director,theaircraft
referencesymbol,apitch limit indicator,adigital radioaltitudeindicatorandroll
indices.Thepitch limit indicatoris abrokenhorizontalline with feathersoneachend
andis normallycyan.Theanglebetweenthehorizontalbarof theindicatorandthe
aircraftreferencesymbolis theangleof attackremaininguntil stickshakerisreached.
Theradioaltitudeindicatorwill becenteredontheaircraftreferencesymbolat0 feet
andwill startto movedownwith increasingaltitude.At 500feetit will parkat the
bottomof theattitudeindicatorandremainthereuntil 2500feetatwhich time it will
disappear.Theroll pointeris asolid trianglemovingalongthetop of theattitude
indicatorandindicates0 degreesof bankwhendeadcenter.Shorttick marksindicate
10and20degreesof roll, largetick marksindicate30and60degreesof roll and
triangularoutlinesindicate45degreesof roll. Theslip/skid indicatoris asolid trapezoid
attachedto thebottomof theroll pointer.For0 slip, thetrapezoidis alignedwith the
pointerandwill moveparallelwith thehorizonline in thedirectionof rudder
correction.
A digital headingindicatoris shownbelowtheattitudeindicatorandabovea partial
compassrosescale.A drift anglepointeris agreendiamondmovingon theinsideof
thescale.Theselectedheadingis indicatedby afilled whitebow tie movingalongthe
outsideof thescale.It is connectedby awhitedottedarcto theheadingindexto show
thedirectionof theturn. Whentheselectedheadingis off thescale,thevalue is
displayeddigitally at theedgeof thescale.Thepre-selectedheadingis anunfilled bow
tie.
To theleft of theheadingscaleis theflaps/slatsconfiguration.Whentheflapsare
deployed,themessage"FLAPS##" isdisplayedin white where## is theflapposition.
Whentheflapsarein transit,thedisplayshowsthesetflappositionfollowed by an
arrowindicatingthedirectionof flapmotion.Theslatsconfigurationis shownbelow
theflapsdisplay.If slatsaredeployedit show"SLATS" andwhile theslatsarein
transit,"SLATS" is displayedfollowedby anarrow showingthedirectionof travel.
Flight Mode Annunciator (FMA)
The flight mode annunciator indicates the selected control mode and the commanded
state of the aircraft. The speed data is positioned above the airspeed tape, the roll data is
positioned over the attitude indicator, and the altitude data is position over the altitude
tape. For this evaluation all indications will be in white. The speed window will show
the selected speed and either "PITCH" if speed is being controlled by pitch and the
throttles are being controlled by the thrust limit or "THRUST" if speed is being
controlled by the throttles. The roll window will show "TAKEOFF" during the takeoff
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roll, theselectedheadingandthe"HEADING" mode,or theselectedtrackandthe
"TRACK" mode.Thealtitudewindow will showtheverticalprofile modesuchasthe
thrustlimit (T/O THRUST,CLB THRUST,or MCT THRUST),thethrottlesclamped
(T/O CLAMP), or altitudehold(HOLD). If altitudehold is selected,the holdaltitude
will appearin thewindow to thetight of themode.Autopilot andautothrottlesoff
indicationsareshownby aboxaroundtheaffectedmodes.Thebox is in white and
labeled"AP OFF" or "ATS OFF".tf speedis beingcontrolledby pitch, theATS OFF
box will bearoundthealtitudewindow andAP OFF will bearoundthespeedandroll
windows.If speedis beingcontrolledby thrust,theATS off boxwill bearoundthe
speedwindow andAP OFFwill bearoundtheroll andaltitudewindows.
Navigation Display
The navigation display will be a horizontal situation indicator format (VOR mode) as
shown in Figure B-2. The current heading is digitally displayed in boxed white
characters at the top center of the display. The compass rose is a 4 inch circle with the
aircraft reference symbol in the center. The diameter represents one half of the selected
weather radar range. Small tick marks are placed every 5 degree's interval and larger
marks are placed every 10 degree interval. The large tick marks are labeled at 30 degree
intervals. The tape is oriented with the current aircraft heading at the top of the scale
and is shown as a V which is aligned with the digital readout at the top of the display.
The selected heading is a filled bow tie shaped bug on the outside of the compass rose.
A dotted white arc connecting the selected heading with the current heading indicates
the direction of the turn. An unfilled bow tie bug indicates the pre-selected heading. A
green diamond pointer on the inside of the scale indicates the drift angle.
The selected course is displayed by a magenta arrow that is centered on the compass
rose indicating the selected bearing. The course deviation indicator is shown as a
laterally moving center section to the selected course pointer. The arrow point on the
course deviation indicator indicates the to/from direction. Four white circles arranged in
a line perpendicular to the course deviation indicator serve as a scale for the lateral
deviation. The source identifier and the distance to go is identified in a box to the left of
the compass rose.
There are two bearing pointer displays on the compass rose. Bearing pointer 1 is a
single cyan arrow and beating pointer 2 is a double green arrow. The bearing pointer
sources are displayed at the bottom of the display. Bearing pointer 1 is on the left hand
side and consists of the respective arrow, the identifier, the bearing in degrees and the
distance to the station. Bearing pointer 2 is on the tight hand side and contains the same
information.
At the top left of the display is the ground speed and below it is the true airspeed. A
wind vector is shown below these readouts with an arrow showing the direction of the
wind relative to the aircraft and the velocity readout. At the top tight is a chronograph
providing elapsed time in minutes and seconds. It is reset and activated by the push-
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buttonswitchon thelighting panel.Pushingtheswitchagainwill stoptheclockandthe
elapsedtimewill remainuntil it is reset.
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Figure B-2. The Navigation Display
Primary and Secondary Engine Displays
There will be three different formats of the engine displays for you to evaluate. As
stated above, one format is the baseline tape instruments for the General Electric
engines. A second is called the Engine Monitoring and Control System (E-MACS)
display that was developed by NASA Langely. The third is an alternative concept that
was developed as part of this study and referred to as the Display by Exception concept.
These concepts are described below.
Baseline Engine Instrumentation
The baseline displays are shown in Figure B-3. The primary display has three
tapes N1, EGT, and N2. Fuel flow is shown as a digital readout. The tape displays
show the current values as white thermometers and the digital values are at the top
of the tapes. The tapes will turn amber or red if the limits are exceeded. The N1
display is the primary thrust setting parameter. Throttle position is indicated by a
white T riding along the scale. The thrust limit is indicated by a white V. The
thrust limit digital value and the thrust mode is shown at the top of the display.
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Thetotal air temperatureis shownwith whitedigits to theright of it. Whenthe
throttle is setto thecomputedthrustrating,theT will just fit inside theV. TheN1
red line is shownasashortred line crossingthescale.If N1exceedsthered line
for anyflight leg,theexceededvaluewill beshownassmallamberdigits above
thecurrentvalue.Thiswill beresetoneachtrial. Thereverserstatusis shown
abovethecurrentvalue.It is blankfor thestowedposition,amberU/L (unlocked)
for in transitandgreenREV for fully deployed.
TheEGT tapehasbothanamberand red line limits. If theamberline is exceeded
for morethan5minutes,thetapeanddigitsturn amber.If theredline is
exceeded,thetapeturnsredandthemaximumexceededvalueis shownin small
amberdigits abovethecurrentvalue.In theenginestartmode,anadditionalred
line limit will appearfor enginestart.TheN2displayhasaredline limit. In the
startmode,acyanline appearscrossingthescaleto indicatetheN2 at which the
fuel switchshouldbeturnedon.Fuelflow is shownin poundsperhour.Thevalue
is filtered andthelastdigit is shownasa0. Whenthefuel valveis closed,aFUEL
OFF messageappearsfor theappropriateengine.
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Figure B-3. Baseline Tape Instruments for the General Electric Engines
The secondary engine format contains tape gauges for engine oil pressure,
temperature and quantity. It has digital readouts for engine vibration monitoring,
APU monitoring, gross weight, fuel weight, center of gravity location, stabilizer
position, cabin altitude and cabin altitude rate. The oil pressure tapes have a green
line between the tapes that show the normal operating range and the digital value
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at thetopof thetape.Theunitsarein poundspersquareinch (psi). If thenormally
whitetapesmoveoutsidethegreenband,thetapesanddigital valuesturn amber.
If theymovebelowthered line, theyturnred.The temperaturetapeshavelow
andhighamberlinesandahighendred line.Thedigital valuesarein degrees
centigrade.If thetapesexceedtheselimits, theywill turn theappropriatecolor.
Theoil quantitytapesarein quarts.Theoil quantitytapeshaveacyanline that
indicatestheinitial oil quantitywhentheenginereachesminimumidle speedon
theground.This servesasareferencefor oil quantityconsumption.If thequantity
dropsbelow4 quarts,thetapeanddigits turnamber.Thecompressorandturbine
enginevibrationlevelsareshownin white. If theyexceedthelimits, thedigits
will turn amber.
TheAPU parameterswill notbedisplayed during the simulation based on the
assumption that the APU will not be running. The weights, center of gravity, and
stabilizer position will remain constant during the simulation. The cabin altitude
and rate will change as a function of altitude.
Engine Monitoring and Control System (E-MACS) Display
The E-MACS concept was developed at NASA Langley and is based on a design
process that provides information that is appropriate to the task of the user. This
resulted in two display elements for the engine information: (1) a primary thrust
display and (2) a system monitoring display.
The display formats are shown in Figure B-4. The primary thrust display is
normalized engine thrust. The metric is percent of engine thrust relative to the
maximum attainable thrust at the current flight condition. At takeoff it is
equivalent to the takeoff thrust limit. Since the parameter is thrust, there is no
correction for air temperature, pressure altitude, Mach number or bleed air. The
scale is from -10% to 110%. The current value is shown digitally above the tape.
Both the tape and current digital value are normally white unless a N 1, EGT, N2
red line limit or a EGT amber line limit has been exceeded. Once one of these
limits is exceeded, the tape turns the appropriate color. Throttle position is
indicated by a white T riding along the scale. The thrust limit is indicated by a
white V. The thrust limit digital value and the thrust mode is shown at the top of
the display. If the thrust value exceeds the red line for any flight leg, the exceeded
value will be shown as small amber digits above the current value. This will be
reset on each trial. The reverser status is shown above the current value. It is blank
for the stowed position, amber U/L (unlocked) for in transit and green REV for
fully deployed. The other major display elements that are grouped for each engine
are column deviation indicators. N1, EGT, and N2 are shown on the primary
engine display and the oil parameters are shown on the secondary engine display.
These indicators show the difference between the actual value and an estimated
value for each engine parameter. The estimated value is based upon a model of a
normal engine and varies as a function of throttle lever position, air temperature,
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Figure B-4. E-MACS Displays for the General Electric Engines
altitude pressure, Mach number and bleed air. The indicators are divided into
normal, caution, and warning ranges for differences both above and below the
estimated value. The ranges are 0 to 10% for normal, 10% to 15% for caution, and
greater than 15% for warning. In addition, the conventional limitations for a
parameter are merged with the deviations as they approach a limit. For example,
if the caution limit is a 12% deviation, the parameter will begin to transition into a
caution at a 10% deviation and be in the caution area at a 12% deviation. Above
the column deviation indicator is the actual digital value. Both the column and
digital value will be white if it is in the normal range, change to amber if in the
caution range and change to red if it is in the warning range. As before, if a red
line is exceeded, the maximum value will be shown above the column identifier
until the end of the trial.
Display by Exception Concept
If there are no out-of-tolerance conditions or deviations from the normal
conditions, the only engine parameter that is displayed is the normalized thrust
value. The normalized thrust indicator is the same as the one described for the E-
MACS display concept except it does not change color if a N1, EGT, or N2 limit
is exceeded. The other engine parameters are compared to a normal engine model
as in E-MACS and if a 10% deviation or a limit is exceeded, then all the
parameters for that engine will appear automatically. The tapes for these
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Figure B-5. Display by Exception Formats for the General Electric Engines
parameters will be the same as the baseline tapes. This is illustrated in Figure B-5
where a 10% deviation in N1 has occurred. The color of the tapes will be
white except for the tape with the deviation that will be amber or red. In addition a
green tick mark will be added to the tapes to indicate the values estimated by the
engine model. (Note: Normally the pilot would have the ability to call up all other
engine parameters at any time. (This feature is inhibited for the evaluation.)
Warning and Alerting System
The alerting system consists of the Master Warning and Caution (MW/MC) lights on the
glare shield and the Engine and Alert Display. The alerts are categorized into four levels:
level 3 -- warning, level 2 -- caution, level 1 -- caution advisory and level 0 -- status. For this
evaluation, only level 2 and 1 alerts will occur. Both level 2 and 1 alerts are inhibited on
takeoff from V 1 -20 knots until a 400 feet in altitude. The alerts are presented in three
columns in the lower third of the EAD. Each column allows up to 17 characters for each alert
annunciation. The first two columns may contain up to 6 alerts and the last column 4 alerts.
The alerts are listed according to priority level and chronologically with the highest level at
the top of the list and the latest at the top of the within level list.
The level 2 alerts require immediate crew awareness and possible crew action. They are
characterized by: (1) the amber master caution light illuminates and (2) a boxed amber alert
annunciation appears on the EAD. Upon pushing the master caution light, the light is
extinguished but the alert will remain on the alert list until the problem is resolved. The level
2 alerts have crew procedures that are contained in the quick reference handbook and the
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flight operationsmanual.Level 1alertsrequirecrewawarenessbut donotrequirecrew
action.Theyarecharacterizedby: (1) theambermastercautionlight illuminatesand(2) an
amberalert annunciationappearsontheEAD.
TEST PROCEDURES
The evaluation will take place over a two day period. The first day will begin with an oral
briefing that will cover the same topic areas found in this package but in more depth. This
briefing will pay particular attention to the flight, navigation and engine monitoring display
formats and the crew procedures. The oral briefing will be supplemented by a color video
tape that will show each of the display formats under dynamic flight conditions and will
include a narration that explains the features of the various displays as they change state.
This briefing will be followed by a period of familiarization in the simulator, consisting of
both verbal instruction and hands-on flying experience. This will allow the pilots to become
familiar with the test conditions prior to the data collection. Once the familiarization training
has been completed, the first of three experimental sessions will begin. Each session will
consist of eight trials with one of the three engine monitoring display concepts. The schedule
calls for one session to be completed on the first day of the evaluation, with the remaining
two to be completed on the second day. Prior to the resumption of testing on the second day,
a short period of time will be allowed for the pilots to re-familiarize themselves with the
simulation and to ask any questions that may have occurred to them after the end of the first
day.
The subject pilot will sit in the left seat and will be the pilot flying the simulator. An
experimenter pilot will sit in the right seat and will respond to commands given by the
subject pilot. The experimenter pilot will not take any action without direction from the
subject pilot or inform him of a problem. A pickle switch will be provided on the control
wheel for the subject pilot to respond after he has detected a problem during flight. This will
allow measurement of his detection time. All trials will be manual flown with the flight
director. Crew procedures will include setting the speed, heading and altitude knobs on the
glare shield. The subject pilot can perform these procedures himself or direct the
experimenter pilot to perform them. When flying with manual throttles, the subject pilot will
be required to manipulate the throttle levers to maintain or modify aircraft speed and to
balance individual engine thrust. When flying with autothrottles engaged, the subject pilot
will not have to manipulate the throttles but just monitor the thrust setting.
Each trial will begin by the subject pilot starting the engines. If either a hot or hung start
occur, the subject pilot should shut down the engine. Once the engine is shut down, the trial
will be terminated.
If no problems occur during engine start, the simulator will be placed into hold and advanced
to the takeoff position. The pilots will go through the pre-takeoff checklist and inform the
experimenter that they are ready to start. The experimenter will start the simulator. The
subject pilot will request the experimenter pilot to call out the speeds. The subject pilot will
advance the throttles to takeoff thrust limit and steer the aircraft. If a fault is detected prior to
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V1, thesubjectpilot shouldhit thepickleswitchandinitiate arejectedtakeoff.After
completionof therejectedtakeoff,thetrial will beterminated.Otherwise,thesubjectpilot
shouldcontinueto rotatetheaircraftat VR andwhenapositiverateof climb is established,
heshouldcommandgearup. If hedetectsafault afterV 1,heshouldhit thepickleswitchand
continueto climb to 400feet.At that point he should take corrective action. If the fault
results in engine failure, he should initiate the engine failure takeoff procedures.
If no fault occurs, the pilot will continue the climb scenario, set the climb airspeed, request
the experimenter pilot to retract the flaps and slats at the appropriate speeds and continue the
climb and lateral maneuvers until the level off altitude is reached. If a fault occurs during the
climb, the subject pilot will hit the pickle switch and take appropriate action. If this action
includes shut down of the engine, he should command the experimenter pilot to request a
return to the departure airport.
If no fault occurs during this phase, the simulator will be placed into hold and repositioned at
the transition altitude to cruise, e. g., at FL 270 feet and leveling off at FL 300. The
experimenter will restart the trial and if a fault occurs, the subject pilot will hit the pickle
switch and take appropriate action. Otherwise the subject pilot will go through the transition
to cruise.
Once a trial is completed, the subject pilot will be asked to provide a workload rating of the
preceding trial using a modified Cooper-Harper rating scale (see Figure B-6). The simulation
will be reset and the next trial will begin. Engine problems will appear on a random basis.
After eight trials have been completed with a particular engine monitoring display concept,
the session will be ended. At this point, the subject pilot will be asked to complete a
questionnaire relating to the display concept that he has just experienced.
Each of the two remaining experimental sessions will include eight trials as above but a
different engine monitoring display concept will be evaluated each time. At the conclusion of
the third session, an additional questionnaire will allow the pilots to compare the three
display concepts and another will allow them to offer detailed recommendations for
improvements to these concepts. Table B-1 show the time schedule of the evaluation.
CREW PROCEDURES
The crew procedures are divided into three flight phases: (1) engine start, (2) takeoff and
climb and (3) transition to cruise. The experimenter will inform you when each of these
phases begins.
Engine Start
The engine start sequence order is engine 3, 1, and 2. Refer to Table B-2 for the
procedures. If an abnormal condition occurs during the engine start, refer to the
Abnormal Start in the Non Alert Abnormal Procedures (Figure B-7).
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Figure B-6. Modified Cooper-Harper Workload Rating Scale
Takeoff and Initial Climb
1) Set the takeoff flap setting and verify on the PFD.
2) Confirm the proper V speeds are selected and set. Pre-select speed of 250 knots
for the initial climb speed and 4,000 feet for the level off altitude.
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Table B-I. Daily Schedule
DAY 1
DAY 2
TIME
1000- 1200
1200- 1300
1300- 1400
1400- 1530
1530- 1600
1300- 1330
1330- 1500
1500- 1530
1530- 1600
1600- 1730
1730- 1800
ACTIVITY
Briefing
Lunch
Simulator familiarization and practice
Experimental session 1
Debriefing
Simulator practice
Experimental session 2
Debriefing
Break
Experimental session 3
Debriefing
3) Perform the takeoff and departure briefing including emergency procedures.
4) Review the EAD for any alerts.
5) Perform the Before Takeoff checklist (Refer to Figure B-8.)
6) Inform the experimenter that you are ready to takeoff.
7) Refer to Table B-3 for the takeoff and climb procedures.
8) If an engine failure occurs prior to V 1, perform a rejected takeoff, i. e.
simultaneously retard throttles, deploy spoilers, and apply full brakes. Apply
reverse thrust and maintain braking until a safe stop is assured. If directional
control becomes a problem, reduce reverse thrust to reverse idle detent to regain
directional control.
9) If an engine failure occurs after V1, maintain directional control and continue the
takeoff. At VR, rotate at approximately 2.5 degrees per second to attain V2 at 35
feet AGL. Use rudder to maintain directional control with wing's level and adjust
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Table B-2. Engine Start Procedure
CONDI_ON
Engine start switch on
Fuel switch on
EGT rises
SUBJECT PILOT
Pull the number. 3 ENG START
switch and observe the switch light
illuminates indicating the start valve
is open.
At 15% N2 move the number 3 FUEL
switch to ON and call "FUEL ON".
Observe fuel flow gage indicates
normal fuel flow and EGT indicates a
rise within 25 seconds.
Call "EGT" when gage shows a rise.
Check for normal EGT rise and peak
EGT does not exceed engine start
limits.
Observe ENG START switch poops
in and switch light extinguishes. N2
and N1 indications stabilize at ground
idle RPM, EGT and ENGINE OIL
PRESS gages indicate the normal
range.
EXPERIMENTER PILOT
Start clock.
Stop clock.
10)
pitch to maintain V2. At 1000 feet, select V3 or 225 KIAS on the speed knob and
pull. Select 2,500 on the
altitude knob and pull which will enable maximum continuous thrust. At flap
retraction speed, retract flaps. At slat retraction speed, retract slats. At V3, follow
pitch guidance to continue climb to 2,500 feet. After the aircraft is stabilized,
perform the appropriate checklists.
If a level 2 engine alert occurs, refer to the Engine Abnormal Procedures (Figure
B-9).
Transition to Cruise
1) Pre-select the cruise altitude to 30,000 feet and the cruise speed to 0.830 Mach.
2) Inform the experimenter that you are ready to start.
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ABNORMAL START
(Hot Start, Hung Start, No Start)
FUELSwitch..................................................OFF
Motorenginewith starterfor30 seconds.If starter
notengaged, do notre-engageuntilN2 has
stopped decreasing.
Determinetypeof abnormalstart.
HOT START
RecordmaximumEGT andelapsed
time EGTwas above750 degC.
HUNG START/NO START
ENGINE SHUTDOWN IN FLIGHT
Throttle...............................................................IDLE
NOTE: Conditionspermitting, operate engine at
idle for 3 minutesprior to shutdown.
FUEL Switch ...................................................OFF
Figure B-7. Non Alert Abnormal Procedures
BEFORE TAKEOFF
1. FLAPS ............................. FLAPS 21 P/FO
2. Takeoff Data............. CONFIRM/SET P/FO
3. EAD .......................................... CKD FO
4. Flight Control Panel ............ AS RQD P
AFTER TAKEOFF
1. GEAR/Lights ............... UP/LTS OFF PNF
2. FLAPS/SLATS ..................... UP/RET PNF
3. EAD ......................................... CKD PF
Figure B-8 Normal Checklist
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Table B-3. Takeoff and Climb Procedure
CONDITION SUBJECT PILOT EXPERIMENTER PILOT
Cleared for takeoff
Power advance
80 KIAS
V1 speed
VR speed
Positive rate of climb
1000 feet of altitude
Flap retraction speed
Slat retraction speed
Reach climb speed
Align aircraft on runway and proceed with
takeoff procedure.
If autothrotfles, set throules to
approximately 79% N1. Verify
symmetrical thrust and call "ENGAGE
AUTOFLIGHT". Observe autothrottles
advance to T/O thrust, verify "T/O
THRUST" appears in FMA and keep
hands on throttles till past V1.
If manual throttles, set throttles to T/O
thrust, verify symmetrical thrust, verify
"T/O THRUST" appears on FMA and
keep hand on throttles till past V1.
Verify airspeed and "T/O CLAMP"
appears on FMA.
Verify airspeed at V1 and place both
hands on the control wheel.
Rotate at 2.5 degrees per second to attain
V2 + 10 knots at 35 feet AGL with three
engines or V2 with two engines.
Call "GEAR UP", continue to accelerate
and maintain V2 + 10 knots.
Select 250 knots and pull speed knob.
Select 4000 and pull altitude knob. Verify
"CLIMB THRUST" appears on FMA and
follow flight director commands.
At flap retraction speed call "FLAPS UP".
At slat retraction speed, call "SLATS
RETRACT".
Verify and follow flight director command
to maintain speed. Check EAD for
messages
On command, select AUTO- FLIGHT on
FCP.
Set clock.
Set clock.
Call out "80 KNOTS".
Call out "V 1".
Call out "VR".
Retract gear.
Raise flap/slat handle to 0/EXT and
monitor flap position.
Move flap/slat handle to 0/RET.
Begin "After Takeoff Checklist".
3) Follow the procedures listed in Table B-4.
4) If a fault occurs, follow the appropriate Abnormal Procedures (Figure B-9).
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///////////////_
_. SEVERE DAMAGE
_ Tlvottle.....................................................................IDLE _
_ Whenengine at idle.
_ ORSEVEREDAMAGESUSPECTED / rj
N FUELSwitch......................................................OFF • #
_ I_'_ ENGFIREHandle/Agent.. DOWN& OISCH/CHECK _
X /
_" / f RemainingAgentIfAvailable..........DISCH _'s
J Landat nearestsutiabloairpodEND
Operateengineat idle.
Landatnearestsuitableairpo,'l •j
ENGINE N2 LO
_, ENGINE FIRE
ENG OIL TEMP H
ENG OIL PRES LO
or
ENGINE OIL PRESSURE BELOW REDLINE
INDICATORPRESSUREBELOWREUNEAND
"ENG OILPRESLO"ALERTDISPLAYED/
__J Shutdownaffectedengine.Referto
AbnormalNon-AlertProcedure- ENGINE
SHUTDOWN IN FLIGHT.
AssociatedOilQuantity,
TemperatureandPressure............ MONITOR
ObservengineparametersonEAD/SD.
,HREENGINESINOPERATIVE_)
RefertoEmergencyNon-AlertProcedure-
N..N_ENGINEFLAMEOUT.
TWOENGINESINOPERATIVE_>
RefertoEmergencyNon-AlertProcedure-
TWOENGINESINOPERATIVE,
RefertoAbnormalNon-AlertProcedure-ENGINE
SHUTDOWNI FLIGHT.
Throttle ............................. ADJUST
NOTE: Advancing throttle results in increased
fuel flow and may decrease oil temperature.
Record maximum temperature reading in
maintenance log.
NOTE: Operation in caution range is permissible
for 15 minutes. Operation above redline is not
permitted.
COIL TEMPERATURE WITHIN LIMITS
Continue Monitor oilengine operation.
temperature.
Shut down engine. Refer to Abnormal Non-Alert
Procedure - ENGINE SHUTDOWN IN FLIGHT.
Figure B-9 Abnormal Alert Procedures
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Table B-4. Transition to Cruise Procedure
CONDITION SUBJECT PILOT EXPERIMENTER PILOT
FL 270
FL 300
Select 30000 and pull altitude knob.
Verify "CLB THRUST' in FMA and
follow flight director command
Verify and follow flight director pitch
over command and "ALTITUDE
HOLD" appears on FMA.
Select MACH .83 and pull speed knoK
Verify that cruise speed is captured
and ".830 THRUST" appears on FMA.
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APPENDIX C
PILOT QUESTIONNAIRES
Subject
Format
Date
FORMAT EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE A
Instructions: Rate the specified format on the basis of the trials you have just completed
during this study. Circle your response:
1. How would you rate the ease with which engine power indications can be read and
interpreted?
excellent very good good fair poor
2. How would you rate the speed with which engine power can be set?
excellent very good good fair poor
3. How would you rate the accuracy with which engine power can be set?
excellent very good good fair poor
4,
.
o
excellent
How would you rate the ease with which engine health indications can be read and
interpreted?
excellent very good good fair poor
How would you rate the ease with which engine out-of tolerance conditions can be
read and interpreted?
excellent very good good fair poor
How would you rate the speed with which engine problems can be fault isolated?
very good good fair poor
Pik _G_O_d',IG P,.,_IGEBLANK NOT FILME_
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Subject
Date
FORMAT EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIREB
Instructions:Comparethethreeconceptson thebasisof thetrials youhavejust completed
during thisstudy.Circleyour response:
1. easiestreadingandinterpretationof enginepowerWhichdisplayconceptallowedthe
indications?
o
3,
o
°
.
BASELINE E-MACS DISPLAY BY EXCEPTION
Which display concept allowed the fastest engine power setting?
BASELINE E-MACS DISPLAY BY EXCEPTION
Which display concept allowed the most accurate engine power setting?
BASELINE E-MACS DISPLAY BY EXCEPTION
Which display concept allowed the easiest reading and interpretation of engine
health?
BASELINE E-MACS
Which display concept allowed the
conditions?
BASELINE E-MACS
Which display concept allowed the
BASELINE E-MACS
DISPLAY BY EXCEPTION
easiest detection of engine out-of-tolerance
DISPLAY BY EXCEPTION
fastest engine fault isolation?
DISPLAY BY EXCEPTION
7. Overall, which display concept was the easiest to use?.
BASELINE E-MACS DISPLAY BY EXCEPTION
Additional Comments:
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Subject
Date.
FORMAT EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIREC
Instructions:Pleaseprovidedetailedcommentsabouteachof thefollowing displayconcepts.
EMACS
1 In general,whatdid you find to benegativeor positiveaspectsof this displayconcept?
2. What featuresof theenginethrustdisplaydid youparticularlylike? Whatdid you
dislike?
3. Whatfeaturesof theengineparametermonitoringdisplaydid youparticularlylike?
Whatdid youdislike?
4. What specificmodificationswouldyou suggestwhich mightenhancethisdisplay
concept?
5. Is this displayconceptoperationallyacceptable?Pleaseexplainyour response.
6. Whatdo youbelievearethecertificationissueswith this displayconcept?
DISPLAY BY EXCEPTION
1. In general,whatdid you find to benegativeor positiveaspectsof this displayconcept?
2. Whatfeaturesof theenginethrustdisplaydid youparticularlylike?What did you
dislike?
3. Whatfeaturesof theengineparametermonitoringdisplaydid youparticularlylike?
Whatdid youdislike?
4. Whatspecificmodificationswouldyou suggestwhichmightenhancethis display
concept?
5. Is thisdisplayconceptoperationallyacceptable?Pleaseexplainyourresponse.
6. Whatdoyoubelievearethecertificationissueswith this displayconcept?
Additional Comments:
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